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Employees to pick up limbs

City to assist wit storm debris clean-up

•

By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
An item of interest to most city
widents was announced by
'Mayor Holmes Ellis at Thursday
night's city council meeting. The
mayor stated that trees or tree
limbs knocked down by last
week's ice storm that are placed
by the curb and are not larger
than eight feet long and four Inches in diameter will be picked.np
by city employees.
The council voted to table a motion for recommendation of a bid
offer from the state Department
of Transportation for a portion of
land along U.S. 641 North owned
by the city.
The property, 3.10 acres, currently occupied by the City Street
Department, brought., a bid of
$50,750. The state wants to buy the
property in orsier to widen that
rtortion of the highway.
Council members voted 8 to 2,
with two members absent, to table
the action until the next meeting
so further research can be made
into the value of property adjacent
tb that being bid upon by the state.
It was suggested by Dr. CC.
Lowry and agreed .upon by the
members of the council that the
mayor discuss this situation with
the district engineer at the
-- Paducah office of the Department
of Transportation.
It was also suggested that City
Attorney Don Overbey check
deeds of adjacent property to
determine it's value.
In further action, Finance
Chairman Lowry presented the
general fund budget report for the
first six month of the fiscal year
(July l through Dec. 31, 19821.
Lowry reported that all departments and accounts are in "good
shape" at the half-way point in the
financial year. All departments
were reported to have used
around 50 percent of their
allocated budget for the year.
Those departments showing expenditures over the 50 percent
mark were able to justify their

spending by reporting that the last
six months of the fiscal year will
not require a full 50 percent of the
allocated funds
Lowry closed his report saying
we are holding our own and best
of all we don't owe any money."
Ellis' comment on the reports
was that the city appeared to be in
"fine shape."
The next item of consideration
by_the council was the acceptance
of bids from Olin Corp., P.B. & S.
Chemical Co. and Technical Products, Inc. for various chemicals
used by the wastewater and water
divisions of the city. These companies had presented low'bids on

the chemicals
Ttw meeting ended with a yearend report from the mayor on
operations of city government for
calendar year 1982.
In areas of general government
and administration the report
sti\ted that for the first time, insurance coverage was offered for
public bid with the city receiving
not only savings in cost but additional liability coverage in .areas
not previously insUred.
Also, several major projects
were begun and completed by the
City Planning Office with perhaps
the most important effort being
the assistance in locating tills%

Kr"ger Company in the Tappan'
warehouse This resulted in the
largest bulding permit et t'r
by the city . SI
The Street and
Water departments assisted in
this project by providing equipment and labor for site prepara
lion-and drainage imprii‘ements
The completion of two major annesations was reported The 138acre site of the new wastewater
treatment facility and the remain
ing unincorporated portion of
Canterbury Subthy isnai and an
adjacent mobile home park was
annexed into the city hinds
While new construction in the . 1
Continued On Page 2!

City school board concerned with
studies for c?Ilege-bound students
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
New college admission standards will mean msorne decisions
for next 'year's high . school
freshmen. The Murray school
board Thursday night discussed
ways to help guide those students
into a program that will be' adequate should they decide to go to
college.
High school Principal Bill Wells
told board members of ways being
planned to help this year's eighthgraders make the transition to the
ninth grade, and of informing
parents about the new college requirements. Though those requirements, which call for 20
credits including 11 in specified
courses, will be somewhat more
restrictive for students. Murray
has an advantage in already having 21- and 22-credit diplomas,
Wells explained. Thus the transitional burden here won't be as
great as in some other schools.
The new requirements will put a
greater workload on counselors,
and will particularly restrict the
options for students who want to

that they v.111 not. be short of re
take vocational - courses, 'board
quired courses and will have more
members agreed.
options later in their high school
The Council on Higher Education evcently approved standards 'program. Wells said.
a
We'll try to put them next
for admission to Kentucky colyear's freshmen in as many of
leges specifying four units of
the mandatory courses as we can,
English, three of math, and two
so that as the student matures he
each of science and social science
or' she will have more of a wide
within 20 total units. In the past:
choice," Wells explained
graduation from an accredited
To help guide students toward
high school has been sufficient,
the proper courses, high school
and the high school requirement
eounselor WandaVoiff and middle
has been only 18 units
school counselor Mary Jane LitTwenty percent of incoming
tleton will have to work with
freshmen may be exempt'sl from
students individually, tw said In
the requirements but must comaddition, presentations Will be
pensate with some remedial work
made to eighth-graders this sprColleges will also be given the
ing about the new requirements.
leeway to grant equivalencies to
and a meeting for parents is planstudents who can demurxstrale
ned also. Wells said he hopes to
sufficient mastery of required
have all eighth-graders precourses they did not take. Private
registered for their ninth-grade
schools and community colleges
coursesby April 1
are exempt.
Another way to help eighthThe toughest part of this plan
graders make ttw transition will
for the students, Wells said, is that
# forces ninth-graders to decide if /be a big brotlxr-big sister program, in whictchigh sehoolers arc
they want to attend college four
responsible for showing an eighthyears later. The schools must engrader around the school when
sure that students take enough of
Continued On Page 2
the required courses early on, so

White entertains crowds at MSU

Poolplayer likes to be 'where &fon is
By CHARLES HONEY
• Staff Writer
Jack White looks like a pool player: burly and well-dressed, a conspicuously large ring on his little finger. Rough-edged but somewhat
elegant, he looks like he could take care of himself in a bar or at an inaugural ball.
Jack White is, in fact, a pool player, and he looks most like one
when he's putting five balls into five pockets with one shot. He's
taken care of himself very well, and now resides in Hollywood Hills
apd_hobnobs with actors,famous Athletes and presidents.
But 0 he were nothing, but a pool player, he wouldn't have been
walking into the Murray State University Center game room Thursday afternoon, delicately totinf his incongruously small cue-case as
if It held a piccolo or a magic wand. As many local folks who have
seen him on previous visits can attest, White is quite an entertainer
as well. MSU is one of the 200 schools he visits yearly to demonstrate
his trick shots, and Thursday he gave the students two shows.
Though he's thrived on hustling and has 'beaten Willie Mosconi.
White says he'd rather-be playing at places like Murray than appearing on Johnny Carson, because "this is where the fun is."
"I don't care what the conditions are, if the kids come watch me
play, I'm going to do fti7 number," White declares. His number includes such feats as spinning a ball in the center of the table, and betting anyone in the audience $100 he can bank it off the end rail and put
it in a side pocket within 15 shots. He's never lost the $100.
There's more to White's mutter thati'duzling table tricks. He
likes people, especially students,- arid makes a point of involving
them in his act. For instance, in a pre-show warm-up Thursday he
quickly taught SlistilynHartlesty of Marion how to execute one of his
trick shots.
With a stage manner that's been described as somewhere between
Don Rickles and Santa Claus, White says be likes to "pick on
everyone — not to put someone down, but to got them involved with
the program."
Beakkis putting on shows, White conducts week-long clinics at
several colleges, in which he teaches classes and holds tournaments.
Through such activities he's gotten to know many students. and some
of them have taken his street-Wise straight talk as a kind of counseling service. At Providence College he has become so well known that
classes are closed when he MUM.White says.
All in all White tours 10 months a year, and on his current tour will
visit 47 states and seven countries. In his 44 years of playing he has
seen 123 countries, and has played at the White House and Buckingham Palace.
Not bed for a guy who grew up in the rough neighborhoods of Pittsburgh. That was good training for the rough world of hustling, he
says. While, whose father was•pro and whose uncle was once world
champ,has been playing since he wait
:le hustled tor 30 yea.— , —,iaeltng never to ler ....urid to
escape serious bodily harm aboegh he once had to talk a gun away
from his throat). He only hustled other pool players, "not drunks or
kids," he says, and the law left him alone. It was this competing "in
combat" that made him good, While says, and he maintains that the
pressure of bustling is the only way to become world-class.
Did that prsidare bother White!On the contrary, he loved it: "You
don't know heei great it is to feel "we're Billy the Kid—The ewe
Maw yes pi.kr116. mon you Isesk."

•

EX PLAINING CHANGES Dr. James Booth, interim vice president of academic affairs at Murray State University, was guest
speaker at the monthly meeting of a group of area high school principals Thursday at Murray High School. Booth explained and
answered questions concerning the state board of education's recent
curriculum changes for college-bound high school students.
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Combs
•

Curriculum revisions
discussed by principals
tiy RUTH ANN(INKS
Staff Writer
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By CHAR1.ES 114 iNEY
Staff Writer
- Fair" was a local offi, iii'. .41)
if I lark
pralSal iii OW opening
fire-cured tobacco sales in Min
ray and May field
Producers were paid nun
average of $144 91 per ill111
dredweight In the local markets
Wednesday and Thursday, selling
909,028 pounds for $1,317.300 11V.i
And while they were fairly
One Section 12 Pages
satisfied with what they received
Classifieds
---' 101
for lugs, or inferior leaves, proComics
ducers were disappointed in their
10
Dear Abby
return for good leaf, according to
10
Horoscope
Will Ed Clark of the Western Dark
4 5
Murray Today
Tobacco Growers A.ssoca
Fired
12
Obituaries
tom
Perspective
Only in very limited cases dal
0,9
Sports.
top leaf brmg as much as $1.80 per
MISS
pound. and morre-often went for
YOUR PAP'S(
—
51 7541:7k Clark -Said:At "bil'ensubs°ther s who hcu,e riot door" sales had been bringing
received their 'home (*livered
$1 SO, andrsincgsome leaf went for
copy of The Seem ledge. & Times
as Much as 52 29 at the end of last
by 5 30 m Mondoy Friday, or
year, sellers were expecting more
than they received at this week's
by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore 14/0ed
markets.
to con 7$3.1,14 between WO
"If tobacco hadn't gotten so
p.m cid 6 p.i. Ma*iliese.
der, sr It* p.m. me 4p..%Ow high last year, and if they hadn't
3'‘
(Contived On Pagel)
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His wife interceded, though, and made him see the sense of using
hia entertaining personality in a''s competitive environment. He's
been touring ever since, and clearly relishes it. As he walked through
the University Center, which hadn't been built the last time he was at
Continued On Page 2
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Council...
(Continued From Pap 1)
chased last year and the old cars bids for construction of the 75 Perwere sold at public auction at a cent EPA fended wastewater
ty totaled 116.200.000. 0019 atm
building permits were issued for 'price higher than ever received treatment plant were opened The
new plant is now under construcsingle family dwellinp and II before.
In March, Fire Chief Jackie tion on the former Askew property
substandard structures were
Cooper retired and Assistant Chief near Bee Creek and is sized to
removed.
The Murray Community James Hornbuskle was appointed . treat the -city's anticipated
wastewater flow for the next 20
Development Agency constructed to the position of fire chief.
The fire department, combined years. The plant is sehechiled for
4.100 feet of curb and gutter in the
with more-than-adequate water completion in April, 1264.
South Douglas neighborhood, and
In closing his yearly report the
installed a retaining wall, improv- pressure supplied by the Murray
mayor
stated, "We have made
ciSystem
resulted
in
the
Water
one
city
and
paved
drainage
edblock in the North Douglas area. ty's fire 'insurance rating being progress this year -- certainly not
Over $94,000 was expended on lowered from class 5 to class 4.
This reflects an approximate six
these proiects.
The mayor's report expressed to eight percent reduction in fire
awareness that the present ,insurance rates paid by citizens.
The report stated that the fire.
cablevision franchise would exdepartment responded to a total of
pire in September of this year and
A LITTLE DANCING MUSIC — That's just what "Big Band" Bobin order to negotiate a new fran- 294 emergency calls and the fire
by Bryan is preparing for the Murray-Calloway County Community
ctuse, there was created a semi- marshal's office conducted 196 classes begin next fall.
prevention inspection.
As things stand now, Murray
Theatre's 7thWinter Dance Saturday. Bryan,a well-own expert on
autonomous body known as the
In the areas of public works, the studerits of the class of 'V will
Murray Cable Commission. Seven
the sounds and Mars of the big band era, will provide recorded musk
mayor reported that one major have to take civics, a state board
members were appointed to the
for dancing while singer Kay Bates and MX. Robert Valentine propiece of equipment, a four-wheel ..of education requirement, as well
vide the entertainment. A donation of $12 will be accepted at the door
commission and Jun Garrison
was elected chairman. He reports truck-type street sweeper, was as U.S. history and world civilizabeginning at p.m. at the Bank of Murray's University Branch.
Reservations are a must and interested parties may call 75/-1170 or
purchased.
tion to meet the college standards.
that-substanUal progress has been
The Sanitation Department pro- That means 12 of the 20 credits
756-1725.
made in reaching an agreement
vided service to approximately
would be mandated courses.
with American Television and
Communication Corp. and that the 4,610 customers and in order to There is some talk of possibly
meet customer demand for moving civics as well as algebra I
new franchise agreement should
be presented to the commission. disposal . of large quantities of into the middle school curriculum.
waste, a second hoist truck was
Vocational students are recity council and public within the
the 20-year-old son of the late
A
WS ANGELES
generated
purchased
using
funds
quired
to take six vocational
to
next
30
days.
'
considered
being
is
movie
star,
movie on the hie of Alabama
courses in their junior and senior
In areas of public safety the from department operations.
Coach Paul "hear" Bryant is 'play Bryant as a young adult He
The mayor also reported in this year,- which ,would narrow their
mayor reported that the crime
planned, with John Wayne Jr con- declined to say who might be cast
area
that some earth moving elective options even more.
well
below
the
rate
in
Murray
was
Bryant.
older
as
the
the
yioing
role
of
for
the
sidered
equipment will require replace- However, trustee Doris Cella
state and national average. He
Most of the footage will be shot
Bryant, a movie producer says
ment in the near future. Two pointed out students actually have
Larry Spangler, who announced in Alabama, at Tuscaloosa and commended the well-trained
police officers on their profes- pieces of equipment, a bulldozer a total of 24 credit-hours over four
Birmingham, although some film
with Bryant last July that the film
will be shot in Bryant's native sionalism and also noted that the and scraper. were specifically • years to work with, and if they did
. would be made. said Bryant's
mentioned.
not take study halls they would
department is presently underand in Texas, where
Arkansas
did
not
change
death Wednesday
utility divisibn of the still have'several elective courses
In
the
manned.
before going to
Bryant
coached
plans for the movie
Five new patrol cars were pur- report it stated that in January, available. .
Alabama
-We still expect to start filming
The new college standards will
between March 15 and the first of
be good in helping to eliminate
April," Spangler said Thiirsday
study halls, Wells said, adding
Before Bryant's death, he said.
that only about 10 percent of the
"we were talking to only one
students currently take study hall.
distributor But now everybridyIs
Universal Studios in Los Angeles.
ymNGsTowN, Ohio AP
However, the.standards will also
age of 35
A midget who was feet 10 in- "take away some latitude Dr
calling nu. The whole world Eve
"Anybody who was ever around
Michael Patrick Bilon, a leader of
literally got hundreds of phone
ches tall and . weighed 45 pounds,
the.l.ittle People of America and
Pat Bilon for 10 minutes was a
leverage we've had with kids who
messages
. My agent cs the actor who played the outer- friend. He was one of our favorite Bilon was admitted to St.
were perhaps only staying in
negotiating around the clock "
soave character "E T " during
people around here," said Fred Elizabeth Hospital Medical
school because of vocational
Spangler said John Wayne Jr ,
rniist of the hit film, has died at the
Skidmore, it spokesman for Center in Youngstown.
education," he said.
In other business, the board ap90410r35 (1275) STATr
proved continuation of its property insurance policy with the local
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
K ing-Landolt agency for two more
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
years. The policy, provided by the
Royal Globe Insurance Co. of New
LEGAL TITLE OF SANK
York, provides face-value
coverage
on the $8.6 million valuaBANK
OF'
HAZEL
.
DEES
tion of school buildings and conZIP COOE
tents fora premium of $4,937.
CITY COUNTY
That's lower than the $5.300
42049
KENTUCKY
premium of the current policy due
CALWWAY
CAL
HAZEL
to expire in February, because the
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
'FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO
STATE BANK NO
board upped its deductible from
$100
to $1,000. Based on past ex671
1982
DECEMBER 31
8
perience of losses, the higher
Thou.
ASSETS
777 1
1 Cash and due from depository institutions
2
8
2 U S Treasury securities
3
3 Obligations of other U S Government agencies and corporations
(Continued From Page 1)
9R.9 4
4 Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
eblinne
been paid 21.63 in the country,
5 All other securities
they
probably would have been
6 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
more satisfied with these prices,:'
7 a Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
Clark said.
b Less allowance for possible loan losses
Last year's shorter crop produc594 7c
c Loans, Net
ed higher prices near the end of
6
the sales season, but with the cur8 Lease financing recetvabfes
promisee
bank
rent bountiful supply buyers
representing
9 Bank premises furniture and fixtures and other assets
aren't willing to pay as much, he
one 10
10 Real estate owned other than banOrpremoses
explained. Yet while top-leaf
341 11
11 All other assets
prices are off a bit, the total sales
12
11536
12 TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
average is up by about $5.20 from
LIABILITIES
opening sales from last year.
. 00 13
13 Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships and corporations
Further, the Murray and
14
11
14 Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships and corporations)
Mayfield markets sold all the
15
tobacco they were allowed to aell.
15 Deposits of United States Government
348
Of the total tobacco sold, 13.5 per16
16 Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
cent went under government loan,
'None 17
17 All other deposits
which Clark called a "very
16
18 Certified arid officers' checks
reasonable figure." It was about
19
13 5
19 Total Deposols (sum of items 13-thru 18)
1.5 percent more than went under
19e
loan last year.
a Total demand deposits
19b
Sales at the Murray market will
b Total time and savings deposits be Monday and Wednesday for the
20
20 Federal funds purchased andsecurities sold under agreements to repurchase
next two weeks, and at Mayfield.
21 Interest-bearing demand notes (note .balances) issued to the U S Treasury and
on Tuesday and Thursday. Sale
21
money
borrowed
other liabilities tor
days may be reduced after that.

poseibly without the joterest.
cooperation and assistance from
city comeil members and the
chums who serve the community
by their participation on boards
and commissions. My efforts,
those of the city council, boards
and commissions, would have
been more difficult without the excellent job performance of department heads, staff personnel and
city employees. My thanks to each
of you for a job well done."

School board...

Movie about Bryant planned

Actor who played 'E.T.' dead at 35

Tobacco...

308

.Non

22 Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases.
23 All other liabilities
13 _327
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 231
'None
25 _Subordinated notes and debentures
EQUITY CAPITAL
None (Dar valuoll
CIP
a No shares outstanding
26.. Preferred stock
3.000
authorized
shares
a
No
27 Common Stock
3.000 (par value)
b No shares outstanding

29

760
819
609

Surplus

29 Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other Capital reserves
30 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
31 -OTAL LIABILITIES AND IOUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24, 25 and 30)

MEMORANDA
1 Amounts outstanding as of report date
a Standby letters of credit, total
b Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
c Other time deposits in amounts of 8100.000 or more
2 Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
a Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 *DOW)
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(Continued From Page 1)
resistance from some principals
knd teachers but now most realize
that, with refinement, the changes
will be better for public education."
He added that MSU,realizes that
implementation of the new program will cause some problems
for high schools and that the
university plans to offer
workshops to teachers as
_refreshers on how to teach some of
the newly-required subjects, such
as World Civilization.
Booth feels that the smaller
school districts will be the ones
facing the most difficulty, perhaps
needing to hire more teachers
when resources are not available.
Booth is optimistic about this,
feeling that state government will
be receptive to these needs.
Booth added that the general
concensus of the principals at
Thursday's meeting was that the
changes could be made with
minimal difficulty but that more
definite standards need to be set
so that the high schools, students
and parents will know exactly
what is expected.

House damaged
in fire caused
by wood stove
A fire at 10:30 p.m. Thursday at
502 Cherry St., resulted in ceiling
and wall damage near a wood
Move to the McArthur Ketailey
residence.
Fire Marshal Phil Owens
reports that the Murray City Fire
Department were on the scene for
30 minutes with three trucks and
eight men.
No injuries were reported as a
result of the fire.

26

koe, too uedersioeso directors. attest the correctness of this Report of
has
Condition (in(luding, trio supporting scr
.tattufas) and declare that
been examined by us and to the best of our knciwbsciss and belief has been
spared in conformance with Ma instrychoeS pod
true and correct,
DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF laIlleron

KentlaCiC,y . ,

Booth...

(Continued From Page 1)

C.trite
clot, "f

deductible "should be a savings to
us" over the next few years,
Finance Officer Sheila Shaw said.
The school budget received
positive appraisal by its auditors,
with the recommendation that it
be published yearly to ensure
compliance with state law.
Superintendent Robert Jeffrey
said that will be done.
In further action, the board
agreed to sponsor three eighthgrade girls for state swimming
competition, in conjunction with
the Murray-Calloway County
Swim Club. The school will provide a faculty sponsor and
transportation support so that
Mary Jo Simmons, Tammy
Wagner and Kathy Williams can
travel to Elizabethtown for the
regional meet,Feb. 11-12.
The board also approved putting
the following persons on the
substitute teacher list: Debra
Lynn Shellman, Rhonda Gail
Darnell, James Michael Henderson, Krista Ann Thomas and Lisa
Mainord Polivick.
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MSU, White greeted strangers like old friends with his gregarious,
personable manner.
White has a groat many famous friends, if you believe his stories
(and he's so engaging that there's no reason not to). Kareetn AbdulJabber enjoys relaxing on his sofa, away from idol-mongers. White
says; he is fast friends with Vincent Price (whom he gives the
highest recommendation as a campus entertainer He's met several
presidents from John F. Kennedy forward. Lyndon Johnson was his
favorite, be says, and 111J loved to take him out in his Lincoln Confinablel and step on the gas.
The tales tumble out of White as he recounts his experiences on
tour. He witnessed the shooting of demonstrators at Kent State from
his hotel, he says; the night before JFK's assassination he caroused
at Jack Ruby's bar, and hours before- the shooting took the same
route to the airport as that on which Kennedy was killed.
White tells of a little joke he played on President Nixon. when he
gave a White House show shortly before the beans were spilled about
Watergate. Nixon asked White how he knew if a tat*, was Irrel.and
Whitt replied be did so by rolling the cue ball the length of the table.
He then slipped a trick cue filled with mercury to Nixon. who became
quite flustered whim the ball veered at mid-table and canie back.
• "Mr. President. I can't play on a table like this." White told Nixon
respectfully.
Another notable experience was White's service as technical advisor to Paul Newman. along with Moaconi, during the making of
"The Hustler." Though Newman didn't know how to play then, be's
now about the third best actor-player in Hollywood, Whits reckons
(he ranks Mickey Roons7 first).
Though he keeps such disUnguished company in Hollywood. White
amnia to equally value his relatleaships with students across the U.S.
It's most rewarding, be says, when a former student recognises Mtn
years later, and thanks him for the fan and good advice White prcidbd in one of his pool-table "seminars."
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Why did U.S.
lose in Vietnam?
More than SO scholars and military analysts spent
the better part of two days recently at Princeton
University discussing why the United States lost the
Vietnam War. „
Little new was offered as to the causes of what
one speaker called "the largest, most costly and
least successful war in American history." Still.
such an intellectual exercise has its value. espeically at an academic institution.
Among the themes cited as contributing factors to
the U.S. defeat were: The contempt which
Americans and South Vietnamese held for each
other undercut any ability to win; U.S. leaders failed to take the public into their confidence in making
decisions and U.S. political and military leaders
consistently lacked confidence that escalation of
the war would do any good but proceeded to step up
American involvement.
Still another theory questioned the ability of
American democracy winning a limited but pro
traded war against an enemy willing to persevere.
In hindsight, it is easy to say that the tragedy in
Vietnam would have been averted if the United
States had chosen to stay out of the confict. More
difficult to answer is whether the chances of U.S.
success would have been any greater if our leaders
had committed themselves to winning, rather than
accepting a protrated and debilitating stalemate.
The belief of victory through a total commitment
has gained popularity in recent years. However, it
should be remembered that pohticians who advocated it at the time, such as Sen. Barry
Goldwater, R-Ariz., found public support lacking.
Moreover, any all-out attempt to win the War.would
have to have included constraints similar to those
imposed upon the news media during World Wars I
and II, but relatively absent during the Vietnam
conflict..
Princeton certainly won't be the last place,to hold
a postmortem on Vietnam. The Vietnam riddle is
tantalizing, but essentially, unsolvable because the
same conditions are not likely to be repented. Just
as one should never forget, one should alsoresist
becoming obsessed with imponderables. ,

open forum

Public agency meetings open to the public
Kentucky law requires .that
ittel.tings of public agencies at which
action is taken by such agencies or at
which public business is discussed
are to be open to the public. The Open
Meetings Act, found in Kentucky
Revised Statutes 61 1105 to 61 850, was
enacted into law in 1974 The purpose
of this act, as stated in its preamble,
is to ensure that the public's business
is not being conducted in secret. The
right of the citizens of this comnuMwealth to attend meetings.of
public agencies sterns solely from
this act, for there was no common
Law requitement or constitutional

provision requiring .. that publu
bodies meet openly.A , recognition of just what
"meetings" of which u public agencies" are required to be conducted
openly is central to understanding
the,. scope of Kentucky's Open
Meetings Act. Kentucky's statute is
very comprehensive in defining a .
meeting. Its definition of -meeting"
includes gatherings of every kind. A
meeting occurs regardless of
whether it is of a regular, special, or
informational nature: In addition,
casual gatherings held in anticipation of or conjunction with regular or
special meetings - are defiled - as
"meetings.'" The place . where a
Meeting is held'dles not change its

„. status as et

tocetow

The definition of a -- public agency." as found in KentucksHeviseMi
Statutes 61 805 2.. is quite broad.
Public agencies include. but are not
lamed to, state' kgi.slaii t', executive, administrative or advisory
boards. commeLsions. committees.
or policy-making boards In addition,
t-ounty. city. school district or special
purpose district boards. public cornmLssions, councils. and .offices are
defined as public agencies t'aimmt.
tees of public agewiess. including- ad
hoc conunittees, sub-clannuttees.
and advisory bodies, are also considered public agencies for the purposes of Kentucky's Open Meetings

Act.
Although Kentucky hos requires
all meetings of public agencies
at *huh a quorum of members sirepresent most be open to the public.
there exist 11 specific exceptions to
the role There are four ''public age'ncies'' which are permitted to conduct
ornate. closed meetings These
public agencies include the Kentucky.'
parole board, grand'and pent juries:
state and executive cabinets, and
comnuttees of the General Asaembly
other - than "'standing .comnintees
Meetings which federal or state. law
or the Constitution require to be c.on •
that

Aut
pr 11..itel or secretly are also
excepted

In addition, there. are fi% e
t
niatter exceptions to the open
meetings requirement These excepfo Meetings of public
t ikons
agelfleieN Mtitch are norma II% required to be open to the public; but
which, bes•ause of the. fiatin I. of
business to be discussed. ma% be
closed Meetings of public agencies
la' clitSeti when the business to
La' discussed relates to the acquisi.
_tron or sale of real property, proposed or pending
ciollective
bargaining. industrial prove. IN. Or
personnel matters
Kentue k% lay, delineates the e' 't
procedure lo. he followed upon going
into a closed meeting Notice must be
given in .1 regular open meeting of
the nature of the business to- be conduted in the proposed closed session
arid the reason for the (lased sessiore
A motion niust_then be loath. arid-carried bs a majority %cote in an veil
session Once an agency goes tutu a
CIOSelt session. no final action may lie'
taken, anti discussion may take
only with regard to those Illattrts
publicly announced prior to .•Iill%
in the cloaell sevtion •
The schedules of all meetings of
public agencies in Kentucky are. to tk.
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News leaks
embarrass Reagan
News leaks about White House budget deliberations have become an embarrassment to President
Reagan, and he has ordered his staff to plug them.
Although the effort is.not likely to succeed fully for the simple reason that any administration needs
some unofficial news conduits as badly as the press
needs information - Mr. Reagan's reaction is fairly understandable.
Aides were just not providing the sort of
background information that helps a president get
his story'across to the people. Some of them, be
revealing White House conversations, were painting a picture of an inflexible chief executive who
clung to his own high-risk fiscal policies in defiance
or his most respected economic advisers.
We happen to think the aides' point was valid,
although we have mixed feelings about their
method. Ideally, all of them should give the president the best advice they have to offer. in private. If
they cannot sway him from a course that they deem
to be very dangerous or gravely wrong, they should
resign and speak out forcefully. That's what
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance did when he felt the
Carter administration had erred in undertaking the
hostage-rescue mission in Iran. It is what other conscientious officials have done over the years.
Of course, the Reagan aides may have felt that
they could do the country a service by sending their
boss a message via the news media. If so, we hope
the tactic works,'for he certainly needs to revamp a
fiscal policy that has contributed mightily to the
country's economic woes.
As for topping undesired leaks in the future. Mr.
Reagan should not concern himself primarily with
tightening the tap. Unless great care was taken
such an effort could just choke the flow of information needed by the public, without protecting the
element of privacy that is desirable in internal
deliberations. Most of all, the president should ask
himself why certain information is smuggled out
against his will.
The leaks may be an effort, albeit a messy one, to
tall him something he needs to know but has been
toostubborn to hear.
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heartline
s4 in college, we just can't buy theHeartline is a service for senior ,
glasses for her. I know that the . ns.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
rent administration has made mai.%
questions and solve problems If you
changes in the Medicare program
have a question or a problem not
and want to know if they will help hei
answered in these columns, write to
to pay for the eyeglasses. K I.
Headline. 114 East Dayton St , West
ANSWER: Unfortunately .
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You
There is only one Service performed.,
receive a prompt reply, but you natal
by an optometrist that is covered IA
include a self-addressed, stamped
Medicare. treatment for aphakiei
envelope. The most useful replies
This is a new benefit which aas toot
will be printed in this column
available before July- 1, 1911.- !
HEART1JNE My grandmother Ls
Aphakia is the absence of tlw natural
113 years old. She draws a small social
security' check, is covered by
Medicare, but still can't afford the
kind of medical treatment that most
of us do manage to afford I usually
fill out her Medicare claims for her,
and am amazed at the number of
times we have heard back from

Medicare that the item or service is
not covered by Medicare. It is infurtating that one of the most costly
medical necessities - medications
are not covered by Medicare. I would
venture to say that there aren't many
senior citizens, especially with her
advanced age, who do not need one
kind of prescription medicine or
another. Sometimes I feel that, even
though the hospitalixaton part of
Medicare is fairly good, we could
dispense with the doctor coverage for
monthly visits to the doctor, and instead have coverage for the prescriptions. In my grandmother's case, her
monthly visit to the doctor is $15.00,
whereas her monthly medication
charges are in excess of $60. I know
that there are many other elderly
persons who would much prefer So
pay their charges for a doctor's visit
therneelees, and know that their
prescriptions, eyeglas.-g, dentures
and dental services be eovaid. Her
eir of memos.which are tetet
e'
at
,
rcet her WIin Int. She realgenes& to have a new pair made.as
she eas hardly me out of the ones she
now his. She.doesn't complain about
It. but when she can't ffell read the
beds en feeds at dee supermarket
dess I ham she really needs new
gleasoos My brother and I are her anof us
1glivie‘reletives.and with
. both
.

lens (of the eye This ...nditooli 1110.), he
congenital or the IVIIN mat have brefl
removed in the course ea cataract
(operation or other eye. surgery
Natural lenses are often replaced by
either temporary postsurgical lenses
or- by permanent lel.i„ses, but they
!nay also be corit0Cett for by
special cataract eyeglasses All such
reptile ements, including cataract
e•%, 'glasse's , are co% vied b)
Medicare ;lasses and cinitact lenses
for otter . 4)million-se /ere not covered

letter to the editor
Barkley sorry for missing ag expo
To The Editor
I would like to express my deepest
regrets at being liftable to attend thy
West Kentucky Ag Expo '83 in Mut
ray on Saturday, Jan. 22.
I had planned to fly in, but the

weather made that impossible The
plane's wings were iced over, and the
Murray Airport wasclosed.
I believe in such functions very
much. and I and my department
were very much behind it, so I ant
especially sorry that I couldn't be
there. I believe that the expo could do
a great deal for agriculture when
WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters mast be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
Phone number will not be publishjedtatters Miould be: typewritten
und double-spaced if poesible and,
shook!
On topics
terse.
Editors reserve
right to CCID,
dense or reject any letter and
Unit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Eater. The Murray Ledger le
Timm Itoz IOW . Murray. Ky.
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that it will be a big success.
Thirty years ago
Yours truly.
I'vt Honks Riley, son of Mr and
Alben W Barkley. II
i'ommissioner of Agriculture Mrs Oris Riley of Kirkses. is steam')
ed at Fort Irorge Meade. Mel
Deaths reported include Hartle
Ict.7uiston,57, and l'orm Limo, 8.1
A donation of $500 has been iiade. to
By The Associated Press
the 1951 March of Dimes by the
Today is Friday. Jan 28. the
F:niployees Civic and Welfare Fund
day of 1983 There are 3.17 ita% s left in
of Murray Manufacturing Co
"
the year
Elected as officers of Maga/111c
Today's highlight in history
Club at meeting at home of Mrs
On Jan 22. 1871, l'aris surrendered
George Upchurch were Mrs E C
to Germany in the Eranea-Prussian
Parker. Mrs Clyde Downs, Mrs
War.
- Jack Kennedy. Mrs. J I Roma, Mrs
On this date
-Ronald Churchill and Mrs Fred _
lo 1547, 9-year-old F:dward VI suc- Gingles
ceeded as King of England on the
Thirty-two students 'at Murray

today in history

death of Henry VIII
-In 1909, the United States ended its
direct control of Cuba
In 1915, President Woodrow Wilson
signed legislation creating the U S
-Comet Guard.
In 1932, Japanese troops occupied
the city of She:whattn Chula
Today's birthday: Actor Alan Aida

1s47.

State Colleg
creations In

will display their art

sixth serni-annual
Student Jury hxhibition in Fine Arts
through the
Building, M
month of Fe
Garrett Be
t for 29 points

for Murray State College
Thoroughbreds as the team beat the
Morehead Eagles II toil in a basketball game.there.
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datebook

Community calendar

bental group will meet

Names omitted
Two names were omitted in the list submitted for
the honor roll at the Murray Middle School. They
were Deborah Rutledge, seventh grade. and Sheila
Clendenon, eighth grade

Toney shower Sunday
A household shower for Mr and Mrs James
Toney and children, Jennifer, 6, and Jacob, 3, will
be Sunday. Jan. 30, from 2 to 4 p.m. In the
Fellowship Hall of the Coldwater Baptist Church
The family lost their home and contents by fire on
Sunday . Jan Z3, about 9 p.m

The Southwestern District Dental Assistant
Society will have its monthly meeting Tuesday.
Feb. 1. at 7.30 p.m. in the Purchase Area Development Building at Mayfield.
Dr. Micheal T., Ridley, MID PSC. Murray. will
speak about "Common Lesions of the Oral Cavity."
All dental auxiliary members are Invited and there
is no fee for the course, a spokesman said.

Patients dismissed

• Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include Pamela Kirks of Murray from
4 Community Hospital, Mayfield; Kennedy Mathes of
Kirksey from Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah;
and James McKinney of Murray from Lourdes
A free Pap Smear Clinic will be Monday, Jan 31.
Hospital, Paducah
at 1 p m at the Calloway County Health Center.
North Seventh and Olive Streets. Persons should
call 753-3381 for an appointment, a center
-Recovery. Inc., will meet Monday, Jan. 31, at 7.30
spokesimin said
p m at the Calloway County Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive Streets. This is for any person
with emotional, nervous or.mental problems and is
a self-help group therapy session, a spokesman
Murray Unit of the National Hairdressers will
said
meet Monday. Jan. 31, at 7 p.m. at the home of Cindy Vance, 1001-A Johnny Robertson Road. Plans for
the spring fashion show will be discussed, according to Meta Beane. president, who urges all
heeseburgers, a variety
School lunch menus for
members to attend.
the week of Jan. 31 to of vegetables, fruits,
Feb 4 have been released salads, french fries,
by Joanna Adams and desserts and drinks are
The third annual Miss Teen Board Scholarship
Glenda
Jeffrey, food ser- available each day.
Pageant will be Friday and Saturday, April I and 2,
vice directors for
Calloway Middle
at Memorial Theater, Mt Home, Tenn , with
Monday
pizza or hot
Calloway
County
and
Camara Inns at Johnson City, Tenn , as host motel
Murray City Schools -tam and cheese; TuesGirls of all ages are invited to participate in each
day - chicken chow mein
respectively
age division with each one expected to do a special
The directors sad, r cheeseburger.
project, display her state in an educational,
parents who are affected Wednesday corn dog or
historical, commercial, industrial or agricultural
by layoffs and unemploy- berf-a-roni: Thursday
way, perform a talent, be-interviewed before a
ment may come to their hamburger or grilled
panel of judges,model evening gown and swimsuit-,
children's respective cheese with soup,' Fnday
For information concerning the pageant write
fish sapdwich or pizza.
schools and apply for free
Chairman, Miss Teen Board Scholarship Pageant,
A
variety of vegetables,
and
reduced
lunches
Rt 8..Bor 37, Taylor Drive, Jonesboro. Tenn .37659:
Menus, subject to occa- fruits, salads, french
or call 1-C15-753-3252
sional change due to fries, desserts and drinks
availability of food, are are available each day.
as follows
East,North
CALIDWAYCOUNTY
and Southwest
Monday sausage and
Calloway High
Monday
chicken biscuit or fiestada. Tueschili mac or
chow mem, chicken patti day
cheeseburger, Wednessandwich, Tuesday
chicken fried steak. day - corn dog or fried
vegetable soup with grill- chicken: Thursday
hamburger or grilled
ed cheese: Wednesday
beef-a-roni, hot ham. and cheese with soup; Friday
Zfib
..1.
e •
'
,
Ott;
cheese; Thursday - - hot him and cheese or
4/!.().
." .4
roast pork and gravy, pizza. A variety of
chili dog; Friday
bat- vegetables, fruits, salads,
ter fried fish, piz- french fries, desserts and
zaburgers. Pizza, drinks are available each

Pop clinic Monday

Recovery to meet Mondoy.

Hairdressers t:vIrmeet

Friday. Jan. 21I
Calloway Chamber
Singers Boosters will
sponsor a card party
from 7 30 to 10 p.m. at
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank Tickets at $2.50
each will be available at
door
Western Night Square
Dancing by Youth will be
at 7 p m at First United
Methodist Churth.
.Open horse show, sponsored by Murray State
horsemanship Club, will
le at 6 p m at Exposition
eenter Admission will be
SI
Saturday,Jan. 29
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at g

Weekly school lunch menus listed

Teen pageant planned
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Until January 31st
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"It's a rare film
that youngsters
and adults can
enjoy together."

Info
753 3314
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Cheri L Cine•All Seats Si .50

BURT REYNOLDS & GOOF HANN

day
, MURRAY CITY
Murray High
Monday
fish sandwich, chicken fried
bursteak; Tuesday
ritoes. wiener winks;
Wednesday
beef stew
and cornbread, tomato
-soup and grilled cheese:
Thursday - tacos. and
salad, barbecue chicken;
Friday -- lasagna
casserole. chuckwagon.
A variety of vegetables,
salads, french fries,
fruits, pizza, chili bar,
hamburgers, cold sandwiches, lemonade and
milk are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday - hamburger,
corn dogs, assorted fruits
and vegetables; Tuesday
ham and cheese sandwich, chili and crackers,
french fries, potato salad,
baked beans, assorted
fruits. Wednesday —
chicken and rolls,

cheeseburger, creamed
-potatoes, green titans,
potato chips, assorted
fruits; Thursday -- taco
and salad, pizza. french
fries, mexican beans.
whole kernal corn,
assorted fruits; Friday --ravioli and bread, hamburger, french fries,
green peat', baked apples.
Carter and
Robertson
Monday - hot dogs,
buttered potatoes, slaw,
milk: Tuesday
pizza,
corn on cob, blackeyed
peas, milk; Wednesday
---- oven fried chicken,
creamed potatoes, green
peal, milk: Thursday hamburger and dressing,
french fries, mixed fruit,
milk; Friday vegetable soup and
crackers, pimento cheese
sandwich, fruit wedges,

:134020
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Midnight Skate-i-Thon,
sponsored by Murray
High School Tiger Band,
will be from 11 p.m,. to 3
a m at Roller Skating of
Murray Open skating
will be $5 and the public is
invited

whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Fellows/up Hall of Coldwater Baptist Church,

Mondey,Jan. 31
Seventh and Olive
Streets. For an appointment cell 753-3311.
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will
meet at 7 p.m. with Cindy
Vance, 1001-A Johnny
Robertson Road
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 10 am. at the
home of Anna Stahler to
plan for the Heart Fund
Drive.

Session 2 of Focus on
the Family will be shown
at 6:30 p.m. in Gleaners
Hazel and Douglas
classroom of First United . Centers will be open from
Third annual winter
Methodist Church.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acdance by Murray-,
tivities by Senior
Calloway County ComMonday,Jan.31
Citizens.
munity Theatre, Inc., will
Recovery,
Inc., will
be at 8 p.m. in University
Black comedy film,
Branch of the Bank of meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray. For reservations Health Center, North "The Exterminating
Seventh and Olive Angel," will be shown at
call 759-1870 or 759-1795.
Streets.
2:30 and 7 p.m. as part of
International Film
Murray•Calloway
Free pap smear clinic Festival 'in University
County Jaycees will
will
be at 1 p.m. at the Center, Murray State
distribute commodity
cheese from 9 a.m. to 5 Health Center, North University.
p.m. at Jaycee Building.
Highway 1.21 North at
Fairgrounds_
The Calloway County Christmas project was in
Middle School Student cooperation with Cherry
Field trips to observe
Council has had a busy Corher Baptist Church.
bald eagle will start at 9
agenda so far this school The students brought in
a.m. and 1730 p.m. at year, a school spokesman canned foods combined
Woodlands Nature
with two turkeys which
said.
Center, Land Between
Campaign elections were delivered to a farnithe Lakes. For reservawere conducted for the ly in the area.
tions Call 1-924-5602.
first time. Applications
Also a special floral arwere filed by those runn- rangement was sent to
Pool party and picnic
Student Mrs. E. Douglas, one of
for Grades 1 • to 6 of Ang for office. The
Body listened to speeches the sponsor/teacher, who
Memorial Baptist Church
was ill.
will be from 11 a.m. to and made decisions.
The results were Kelli
1:30 p.m. , with group to
In January the Council
Burkeen, president; Annmeet first at church.
Marie Hoke, vice presi- named • students of the
month with Lee Ann
Children's Activity Day dent; Jamie Anglin, Rayburn for- eighth grade
secretary;
Christy
Jones,
for ages 4 to 7 will be at 11
and Mark Farris for
a.m. at First Baptist treasurer; Dena Thomp- seventh grade. The
son,
reporter.
Church.
Special thanks were ex- criteria was set by the
tended
to Marvin Harris, council and sponsors. At
Murray State Universithe end of the year the
ty, Horsemanship Club Calloway County Clerk, presentation of Student of
will sponsor an AQHA and W.T. Patterson for the Year will be made.
Horse Show. starting at their help* and support for
"Student Council takes
7:30 a.m., at Livestock the students 145 bile the
a lot of pride in its proand Exposition Center. voting machines.
A games night was in jects. We are especially
There is no admission
November. Games were happy to see the landcharge.
played outside, followed scaping changes in the
Basketball games of by a huge bonfire with front of the school. The
Lady Racers at 5 p.m. hotdogs and drinks. trees and shrubery were
and Men Racers at 7:30 Ghost stories were told by made possible with all
p.m. will be at Racer members of the Speech our last year's work. We
Arena. Murray State. Team and songs were hope to do better each
with Austin Peay as op- sung.
year," a spokesman for
posing team.
The Council's' the council said.

Middle events planned

Sunday,Jan. 30
Jamie Smith,
Clarksville, Term., will
present a senior piano
recital at 3.30 P.m. in'
Recital Hall Annex, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. J.L.
Culpepper will be
honored on 50th anniversary with a reception
from 2 to 4 p m. at Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
The family requests
guests not bring gifts.
Field trips to observe
bald eagle will start at 9
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center, Land Between
the Lakes. For reservations call 1-924-5602.

DIAL 753-6363

)1.7 Wheatley •
T1411 DeNVIIIR PONT

Sunday. Jan. 30
Saturday,Jan. 20
p.m. in western portion of Horse Show, starting at
Livestock and Exposition 7:30 a.m. at Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Center
There._ is no admission
Square and round danc- charge.
ing will be from 7.30 to 11
Household shower for
p.m. at Lynn Grove Mr. and Mrs. James
Roller Rink
Toney and children

Murray State University Horsemanship Club
will sponsor an AQHA

New baby and dismissals listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 25, was 172 adults
and nine in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Carmen Rabey and
baby girl, 1200-1 CUfty
Rd., Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Louis Lyons, Rt. 1,
Almo; Miss Vanessa
Foster, B1 Southside
Manor; Mrs. Debra Mitchell, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Debra Jeter, Rt. 1, Almo;
Brock Jones, Rt. 4;
Christopher McManis,
Rt. Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Elizabeth Turner,
1001 Vine St.;
Robert Bradley, 161913
Olive; Mrs. Carol Norwood, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss
Lindsay Atkins, 605 Olive
St.; Jason Saxton, Rt. 4,

Mayfield; Mrs.▪ Lucille
Poyner. Box 924. Paris.
,Tenn.; _Mrs. PAyllis
Jenkins, Rt. 5; Mrs. Debbie Styers, Rt. 7, Benton;
Michael Ingersoll, Rt.
3; Miss Cassandra Cornwell, Rt, 1, Benton; Raymond Sims, 1502
Clayshire; Miss Teresa
Courtney, Rt. 4,
Mayfield; Mrs. Ruth
Crass, Rt. 6; Ws.
Virginia Dixon, 213
Woodlawn; William,
Burkeen,314 Irvan;
Mrs. Avettlee Ekdahl,
Rt. 2, Grand Rivers;
Thomas Blair, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Beatrice
Lassiter, Rt. 4; Plomer
Flora, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Mrs. Mary B.
Jones, 1204 Olive St.;
Doyle Collins, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Lottle
Denham i expired),

Hazel.

...and love will never be the same.
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MURRAY,S.12TH
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
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Steak
,
Baked Potato, Texas Toast
2-7 OZ

•

6 99

2-8 oz Chopped Sirloin
Covered with Onions and
Peppers or Mushroom Gral-iy,
Baked Potato, Bread, & Butter
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Down Concord Way

Thweatt-Glisson wedding scheduled
The approaching marriage of Miss Angie
Thweatt to Charles
Gloom, son of Mr and
Mrs. Edward Glisson, Mt
4, has been annOunced by
her.
parents, Mr. and Mrs
Joe Pat Thweatt, Mt I,
Almo.
Miss Thweatt is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School.

•

She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs
Roosevelt Mathis and of
Mr and Mrs. Willard
Thweatt, all of RI I.
Almo.

•

Mr Caisson, a graduate
of Calloway County, High
School, is employed at
Fisher-Price Toys.
He is the grandson of
Bowden Ford of Murray
and of Mrs. Vera Glisson
-of Cuba.
A family wedding is
planned for Monday. Feb.
14

Angie Thweatt to marry Charles Glisson

Acts of kindness of area residents are praised
By ESTELLE
ple today can Some may
Where there_ie as illness Matthew where verse 40
SPICELAND
still have ''outhouses'' or disability •thoughtful says '•in so much as ye
We were unprepared %hen bathrooms have no
people offered assistance have done it to the least of
for that "January storm" water and some may still
in •vartous Was S and these my brethren. ye
which weighted down be able to draw water
have done it unto me
much appreciated
trees. power lines and from wells
Unlimited praise is due
Bill) Buchanan
fences with ice thus brBut countless families foresaw winter and helpil the crews of alien who
inging hardships to were in dire ci
ItaineY
%owl worked long hours ti
countless homes left cumstances.
Ica r
to keep his house warm restore pow Cr
without the comforts
Trouble brings out the during his wife's illness
roads and bring comf,a1
electncity afforded.
best though in rural comAnd ma ny brt'ug tat
James Templeton. a
'Our forefathers could munities and elsewhere. neu
t oilier to Croppie courage by calls. cards
have thrown more logs on and much kindness lA:ks Ballo%
walked through .11111 other ways
the fire some wise peo- evidenced
Every act of kindness
the snow to take hot food
was appreciated 1),,
to a neighbor
Darrell Mat-hell and T receivers A teleph,,ns•
Patterson 401 f cue d call from thoughful Mrs
to ( /114.41r4I.s tlpal Fulton of Murr,i%
aNsistali.
lifted ins flagging spirits
disabled Sare.ls
rc,c1
chapter ,d Blessings on :ill'

Poplar Spring Church
WMU events featured

The WM1 of poplar
Spring Baptist Church
met Tuesdat Jan II, at
the church
"Moses' life Changing
in the Bible" was the subject of the prcpgram
Murial Wright gave the
calendar of pra!, yr V. MI
the closing pray er
BO):Fannin_
The financial rep4a-t
was by Lorene McColston
• Also present were lAns
Short. Shirley Werts Anti
Smith
It was announced that-a
dinner for Bill 'Steigei-,
missionary
was held
with 12 present
show -

ed slides taken in Afri,
A dinner with husbands
and %Ives V. as at SeVell
Sea',
I Ater the group
went t., the home of-"Mr
and Mrs ()ale t'ampbell
to make fruit baskets for
the shutins

Sgt. Lester M. Ashley
now serving in Korea

Sgt I A•stcr M
These ham oper.itot
foster soirof Mr and Mrs. provide the gateua% fot
Bill lanibella ,4 Murray.. the telephone pat, h
has !wen assigned as the neetion tend
hiatt the.
t
r
e n ts in
tiiuhiiissauilctl140
4 .11. - I4
party -a
11,011
De-c_c_illt•-•41 444 104441 malt-S(01(CNIt(1• ;
1-1‘ er in •- harge of the CBC
ing tabs tor _patients at
Radio
‘11 14 (1.S(
S
r I'
IN est y te,a. Nursing !Lune. Military ALfiliate
stem, Camp.It e it another feituri. offered
footir /or patients, at
Cloud. Korea
-10%, the onummications
Murray -4'allow ay ( iuntt
bet:
radio
N)
statfon which -enable ser
the
11-ospital • party for
M A•li S
In known
e- personnel to sen
resiklents at Vern Terrace
enables service persmtvi
rit ten messages to
I A•Ni•
KaVir !UMW!. for
.
toatiake stateside calls in 7
,13h-side destinations
pant by Fir.. Depart
person at a lou
IA [thin tin re day s
ment for childrera. dinner
It S statical
M
A
%stile% w- a s
The
Sgt
for foreign studerkts
will tint.i I 'vi,- of row ii ansferred ti Koi ea in
ii tober mid will serve
in Califoi
iou Tennessee artist Ifer 11-11).• 11-11011t4r,
North l'arotinzr mari- horturt• being tra-....tottirql
t. 1.. a wilitans. niNTtallAtion
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Murroyon graduates
from Texas ocodemy

Singers give
Rho program
at meeting
The Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa met
Monday, Jan. 19, in the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the
Peoples Bank.
Presenting the program were the Chamber'
Singers of Calloway
County High School with
Lavaughnn Wells _as,
director.
'Linda Feltner, president, presided. The
altruistic project for the
month was a donation to
Hie Crippled Children's
Fund.
New members of the
.Rho Chapter include Jean
SPONSOR PARTY — Calloway County Hlih School Teens Who Care members
Wadkins, Fannie
sponsored its fifth Christmas party for one of the wards at Western State
Buchanan, Marlene
Hospital, Hopkinaville. Members took about 100 gifts which were donated by
Beach and Mary Ann
teachers, students and parents from the county. Games and refreshments were
Russell. Barbara Mcincluded. Barbara Stone, club president, said "the highlight of the trip was being
Cuiston was reinstated
able to make these people happy and seeing them enjoy themselves especially at
after a leave of absence.
Christmas." Club members helping plan the party included, from left, Annette
Hostesses were Betty
McCoy, Russ Taylor, Dawn Taylor, Debbie Ingram, Debbie Therrien, Terri DenRiley, Alberta Korb and
nis and Barbara Stone. ,
Mary'Moore.

Dismissals and newborns listed
Census - at - Murray. 'Rigsby. Rt. .5: Miss
ea U way Cctunty—Kimberley_a_
fly
Hospital for , Monday, -_ 6245, Hester Hall; James _
Jan. 24, was 164 adults McKinney, Rt.
Mrs.
and eight in nursery.
'EreIgne Higgins,--Rt.
Newborn admissions Benton:
were Laverda Johnson
Elmer Colson. Rt. 1_
and baby boy, 808 North
Mrs. Willie .
Dexter;
18th St.; Vanessa DorSmothermon, Rt. 5:
man and baby boy. 212
Wilson, 305 South
College Cts.; Beverly Burie
St.; Fleetwood
13th
Fridy and baby girl, Rt.
Rt. 7; James F
4; Minds Buchanan and Crouch,
Parker, Rt. • 3, Benton:
baby boy, Rt. 5.
011ie James. Rt. 7-:
Dismissals were as
Walter Thompson. Rt. 5:
follows:
P.
Todd
Mrs. Linda
and
Mrs. Izora Glenn
baby girl. Rt. 2, Hazel; Adams, Re 1, FarmMrs. Alice F. Sireis and
n g ton:. Mrs. Ruth
baby boy, Rt. 1, Hardin; Wilson, Rt. 5; Starkie ColMs. Jill Howard and baby son, Sr.. Rt. 1. Alma;
girl. 604 Crestview, Parts. Leander
Tenn.
Niue; Mrs..- Gengra
Andrew Vinosky, Rt. 1; Hamlett, 304 North Sistth
Mrs. Joyce Overbey, 1507 St.: Huie Warren. 827
Sycamore St.; Joseph Hurt.

Esther M James has inedicAl effects
graduated from the Army biomedicaI equipMent
Medical I /epartmerit's Illarntellance manage
Merit. hospitalitigion and
Officer fiaSic Course
This was at the Academy evacuation in akt airy of
of Health Sciences: Fort operation. hi ospital pr
pert
Ui an a g,1* rue vat
Sam Houston. Texas
The course included matiagymete id coat
traditional military train- taminated paiienr
ing combined with managing consumahl.
me(fr
medical classes in
tient supplies
regulating
Mrs James is a '0'4
lieutenant in the Mish,
SerV Ire Corps if the .Army Iteserve
She is an VIIVICOMIleil
Mil science .officer
rid
hospital administrator
assigned (0 liCPAC, St
Louis. but is attached for
drill to the 807th l'otntmt

Support Hospital,
Paducah
James is completing
her It N
at Paducah
Community College and
Esther M. James
is an American Red Cross
evacuation, nuclear'-' Disaster Health Services
biological -chemical volunteer

.04

I Two difigirPnt short
forms this year.
H&R Block can
uncomplicate
them for you.
Two different short forms and new deductions make
short form filing more complicated this year Our
preparers know the new ralifews PJ4t,M We'Ve
studied them for months

WM BLOCK :lc

The now lax laws
This year's number, ono reason lo go to KU hock

903 Arcadia Street
9•S Sot
Phone 531 92
Opon 9AM •IIPM
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

Attention

Registered
Nurses

M U RRAY
(AUAVY
CJ Ni IT

HlinAL

blarney Calloway County Hospital now has
the following R.N. positions available:
'Clinical Specialist "Staff Norse
In areas Of critical cure, medkal-sergical,
and obstetrical musing on 3-11 and 11-1
shifts.
MCCH offers yore
• 4 week Orientatiu pies staff develpment
'Competitive salary with shift differoatiol
'ivory ether week end off
• Excellmit basefits Melodist, toitime reineborsueoat,
Child Care Center, end (employee Health lewd Fitness
Programs
For more informotios cosstect:
Gowevieve Adams, R.N. News* Rotroiter
Merrey Colloway Co. Mospitel
103 Poplar St.
Money, RV 42071
-S02453-5131 Est. 103 or 144

SOME EXPLANATIONS
Hering lived in Calloway Covnty for 11 months end being
▪ inember of end for seven.oionths pastor of the New
Concord United Pentecostel Cherch, it his come to my et
Notion there ere e few questions and misunderstanding
that covW ha clerifiod.
I. WHAT WI RELIEVE AND TEAC-14:
A. The Bible to be the divine, infallible- word of God
end centavos no errors or centredictions. Joke 17:11 Thy
word is troth"(we us the Si., /eases Version)
B. We helieve he only one God. That loses Christ is
(Hob. 1:3) ''The express imoge of his person."1Col. 2:9
"For in him doeHoth ell the fullness of the Gedheed both
ly." We it. net "hues Only," whatever the doctrine is,
of which no one sums Is knew.
C. That noon is by motors e $111640f end most repent or
cording to Luke 13:3 Acts 2:31- Acts 17.30.
D. to baptized by 11111111•151011 in ureter in he nines al
the Lori louts Christ for the remission of sins according
to Loki 24:41 - Acts 2:31-116 10:41 19:511101. 6:3
Col. 3:17 in order to obey Mott. 28:19.
E. That the baptism of the Holy Ghost is for the
believer today end speaks in other fairies (leriguoges)
is th• spirit pies utterance 'mollies to Acts 2:1 4
10:44 46 19:6 eking with Fumy other scriptvres thet
could he esed.
F. That Holiness (Christ like) 'attiring shosold be s way
of life for the Christion. I Peter 1:1516 I Thou. 5:22.
2. ON CHURCH GOVERNMENT:
A. The _United Pentecostel Church in New Concord is s
sumber of the United Pentecostel Church international
but is ',resign in its operation by its own system of
chorch government, owns its property messogal by the
pastor and we ethers of the coogregation known es
trustees. Run. 12-11. "Not slothful in 'basinful." The
church property is not .owned by say one individeal or say
• faaiily.
3. OUR READINESS TO EXPLAIN:
It hos boon said that we ere reWctent to discuss idiot
we believe sad leech, quite contrary, we stand reedy to
stasis end sliscess whet we preach with any individual Or
grove of individuals et tiny time. We would consider it in
how to here that privilege.
4. Home Bible Shushes and tope ministry evoilehle upon
memos,.

United Pentecostal Church
Highway 444 New Concord, Ky. 42016
Jon,., H. Cain, Pastor Phone 436-5369
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FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL

Winter Clearance Sale
Starting Now...

p.

Steaki-Shrimp

$499

Tiny Tot and Young World

1 Oz Clopped

$349

312 East Broadway- Mayfield

Steak-N-Mushrooms
Both includel
ke of Pot to &

roll and All

(7

.110

can eat

SALAD BAR

All Winter Stock 1 /2 Price
Sizes 014
Martha Miniature
Bryon

Aileen
Buster Brown

Tom Sawyer
Reed's World
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Service times listed for area churches
sundoy school lesson

Luke 16:1-13
Knowing that a per• North 12th Streit son's life commitment is
Moors
I )1-1 111;e
Attend Church clearly revealed in the
Sen. • '
$1 .1'.4 4000
way in which he handles
7 a.m. • 1 f p.m.
Regularly
the money which is enFri. & Sat.
Breakfast Served
trusted to him, Christ
-•
17 a.m. -Midnight
7 a.m. -10:30 cm. spoke the parable of the
dishonest or unjust
I ice
I witOKER
steward which is recordand
SERVICE
ed in the first eight verses
Tune-Ups
0.1* Conditioning
in today's lesson
5 Points
Service
A wealthy man comSERVICE
Rudy Lovett
Phone 753-3571
mitted his goods to a
CENTER
Owner
Ms
Arx
iiili
( na steward, whom he later
accused of wasting them
When he called upon his
iv-steward for an accounting, the latter realized
usigayAL Your 1;%Int /VAL:lire Dealer
that he was.ut real danger
if
So.
t2th
Mods
Eott
I VI
of being relieved of his
11050:0ye
753-1489 responsibilities, so he
began to consider what he
might do in that eventuality "It's Fier ticket' Good"
steward: is a person
.who has been entrusted
Try Der Deliciovs Beef owl Hew Seposiwkhes
with the management of
Calm Orders 753-7101,
Syconsore et 12th
affairs of another
the
aumessi
Faithfulness in stewardLet Us Entertain You
ell s•/*steel **..18
ship is a principle which
is approved by botli God
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_on Prescriptions
1095.. Ith St.

753-140

Freed Cotham Co.,Inc.
Nesting, Air Conditiening, Sheet Metal
753-4132

Chestout

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
Moosolevrn•Cematery Lots
Complete Counseling Serviee
- 753-2654
641 North

k,PIZZA HUT
Pizza•Pasts•Swedwiches
Chestnut. 759-0.4t;
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& Gift Shop •
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D & W Auto Supply
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West Ky 's Sandwich Specialist

Let us be faithful in the
stewardship of all our
possessions-of- self, of
talents, of time, of
money, and of influence.
God's Word says. "It is
-required in stewards that
a man be found faithful."
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'Serving You Since 1897
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"You Will Find Anything You Need"
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God does not judge
nuld
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do if we had mdre, but Lynn Grove
how we discharge our
stewardship of the things
which have been committed to our trust and use
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There must b
faithfulness in our service for Christ. Of
necessity, one cannot
serve two masters. There
mot be a decision as to
which Master shall be
served. It is impossible
for one to serve God and
mammon and be loyal to
both.
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Lionel spiritual blessings.
Christ commended the
unjust steward for one
thing only, namely, wisely using his money. Christ'
also reminded us. that
those who are not the
children of God are frequently more apt to take
advantage of their opportunities- for personal
gain than Christians are
to avail themselves of the
opportunities afforded
them to honor and serve
their Lord This ought not,
to be the case.
Are we faithful- in the
little things which God
has committed into our
bands' Those who have
proved themselves to be
faithful in small things
are the ones whom God is
wring to carry Jan His
work
throughout the
world
Our faithfulness in
stewardship is splendid
evidence of our trust in
Him., our gratitude to
Him, and our lov-e for

BAPTiST

121h & Main-Murray.

- IS'.'Discount Cosh L

and men. It is something
which elicits our admiration wherever we find it.
A faithful person is
trustworthy and dependable in the transaction
of business, the execution
of commands or the
discharge of duties.
Thinking of the things
that we acquire as "our
possessions.
" we
frequently think that we
have the right to use them
as welilease. but it is Gtid
who has either tyfen
them to us or the a lily
to acquire them. -It is the
use to which money is put
that determines whether
it is to bless or to blight.
Rightly gained and
wisely used, money is an
honor to the man who has
it. arid it.
will, through
him, become a means of
-blessing to othersT
Faithfulness in stewardship increases one's
capacity for the rendering of larger services and
For the receiving of addi-

BAPTIST
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We Use Mastic and Weed
t 3th st Treatment For Meld Flews

Stewardship lesson taught

L.D. Workman - Owner
At Five Points 753-5782
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SATURDV NIGHT
MURRAY STATE VS. AUSTIN PEAY

k

7:30 P.M.

OVCSCORING I Joe Jakubick 29 9 )

2. Glen Green 29 31
3. Lamont Sleets ( 18.21
4. Ricky Hood 17.9
5 Lenny Manning 16.2

NEXT RACER CLUB
MEETING NOON
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2,
AT GOLDEN CORRAL

SEE HIGHLIGHTS OF
MSU-APSU ON THE
RON GREENE SHOW
SUNDAY, 10:30
ON WPSD-TV

AUSTIN PEAY LINEUP
No. Ht: Name Avg.
21 6-6 Glen Green
34 6-8 Sammy Curran
54 6-7 Ricky Hood
22 6-3 Brian Stewart
10 5-10 Lamont Sleets

No. Ht. Name Avg
4 6,6 Lenny Manning
A1 6-5 1;.reg Andrews
15 6-6 Mandel Stot•kton

14-2

Murray State
Morehead State
• Kasterli Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Akron
Y.outig..4town State
Austin l'eay
Middle Tennessee

6-9
8-7
9-7
9-7
8-9
3-12

12 6-3 Joe Porker
24 5-11 1 aionie West

REBOUND LEADERS
liantl) Harris
reytl Felts

'Through ;allies of Jitottary 24. 1983

COMPARE

Jim Fain
Insurance

Feature for
feature, dollar
for dollar, no

Cell On Us Anytime
753-0632

other desktop
plain paper
copier matches

TOSHIBA'S
new BD-4511

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 Sarth oth 753-9627

ASK A1404ii

A4n_LioN

EX)LLAR
LIMIT ON
SHIELD—PR( ECTION
FOR 'YOUR HEALTH

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424
Murray, Kentucky
Ilose't Forgot Our Complete
Atischisso & Itosiiotor Shops

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753•0445

Banquet Facilities

All the Shield you'll ever need

Friday Nights
Seafood Buffet

•

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffe

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM

WELL MAKE YOUR
CAR LOOK NEW
AGAIN

leiMet

BARNETT'S BODY SHOP

rftwesit,gees wo we.* twosame gees on
AN You Can Eat Fish
HWY. BO
HARM

KY

Dinners
PHONE
502-437-4871

A•.1 ,
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15021 753-3188

Walnut Groin Cabinet

Tucker TV
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hosts to choke down a 7117 loss.
Marshall's tough."
said Calloway COUtity skipper John On "
mean they're fundamentally sound. r still say
they're the best tram in
the region I haven't seen
anybody better"
Orr said instead of looking at the game
pessimistically he was
going to take the good
thing5 he saw,such as the
very close scoring of the
second and third periods,

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
In their third game m
four days. the Lady
!alters. conung off two
big wins, were on the
other end of the rope
Thursdax night at homes
After defeating Wingo
by 37 points Monday night
and Mayfield by an 16
point- margin Tuesday,
the Calloway women
found tht:mselves
swallowing some of their
own mediLme. as Marshall County forced the

and work from there
The second and third
quarter we played well
Wettltil*lown to seven."
;aid Orr " „I'd like to
have cut it a
down and won but
to take some good th
along with it and take it a
step at a time. If we can
learn by this and get better...?"
Controlling the opening
tipoff the takers jumped
ahead 2-0, on a basket by
forward Tern Malcolm,
for the teams first and

AUTO
(
.')LAUNDRY
A.

Open Friday S. Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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With A Complete Diet Menu!
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Last lead of the contest
Althotigh out-scored 15-4
in the opening frame, the
hosts battled back during
the middle quarters.
sconng 31 points to the
guests 34 and closed the
gap to within seven points
te in the third period
'Malcolm lead the hosts
with
ints. while Beth
Hooks.
was shut off
with only
int m theopening half.
need
back and added 11
to the Laker product.
Carol Parker lead all
scorers withil points, as
she was followed by three
Lady Marshall teammates in double- figure
storing
TheY. Marshall _Courtput pressure on you at
both ends They put
pressure on you defensivels and put pressure
on you offensively."
who h is why Orr said he
respects the Marshil
(*taunt) club
The Lady Laker% will
travel to Hickman County
Monday night hoping to
boost their record twice
again aboc 500
Calloway's loss to the
lads Marshals ends-their
district - competition, as
the 'Akers sit at 3-1 in the
district and 7-7 Overall
Tracy Eldredge and
Amberts Moss. each
pumped in four points, as
the Junior varsity Lads
Lakers 'felt to Marshall
'omit!. 43-19 -
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Jennie Redwine's
three-point play with 1.58
remaining in the_garne.
gave the MurrafIntate
Lady Racers the lead and
the opportunity to end a
four-game losing streak.,
And they took full advantage of the situation•
ursday's game
against Mississippi
University • Women in
- - Lady
need
scoring to upend
hosts.6944.
Redwine's three pointer, part of her 13point night, gave MSU the
lead for good and coach
Jean Smith's women notched their third win of the
season and their first
road win in eight Outings.

J A CKSON Tenn
Jabbin' Jay Thomas was
a tired boxer before his
Thursday night bout with
Michael Perry of the Star
Boxing Club in Jackson.
He wasn't physically
tired. He was bred of losing.
• After six career losses.
the Murray youth decided
enough was enough and
captured the decision
over Perry in an opening
round fight .of the Coca
Invitational for
Witjiliners and novice
fighters,.
"I'll bet he threw 60 or
79 punches in. the - first
round." Murray Police
Boxing coach David
„Rogers_
really psyched up before
the fight. He really
wanted to win that one."
After losing three split
decisions, Thomas made
his record 1-6 • and _advances to the finals Saturday'against a fighter who
beat him once . before..
TOEING THE LIT&
County's Terri Malcolm watches
Kenneth Bone'of the
County's Rona Poe pulls off a
cult baseline scramble. Ba
Jackson.
Poe's helped the Lady Marshals to dominate host Calloway Thursday, 71
Three other Miih-ay
Fourth District action.
Staff photo by Chris Eva
eam boiters travelled to
Thqessee and fought
Th
y .and tonight
three m
-compete in
the tourna
t which
begins at 7:30 t the
Hayes Commu • y
Center. •
Shawn Simmons, a
Harrell said after champion in last year's
terlisle*County. comfortably. 32-20. at
tonight's,,giune at Fultan- --132-pound class in- the
became the third straight halftime.
victim of the revitalized
Donna tRousse, the City the Lady Tigers same tournament,
Murray High Lady Tigers region's . No.6 ranked would receive a 5-game blasted Ira Higginbotten
as the visiting lardy Com- scorer. equalled her 17- opportunity to see just of Oxford. Miss., for a
ets suffered a 6641 point average against . what kind of team they TKO in the first round.
thrashing Thursday Carlisle. as the Lady are.
Simmons charged into
night
Tigers' leading scorer
-We've got a tough his opponent, firing body
Jim " Harrell's Murray Thursday. Tesimmate, road ahead of • us," Har- jabs and hooks to the
girls controlled the tempo Monica Gi-eitteriell below rell explained, "with head and Higginbonan
from the outset and led her 20.5 averake which Chriatiati-County Mon- -surrendered-with 1:30 left
places her second,among day. then Hickman Coun- in the opening round.
the region's scorers, but ty. Symsonia and Mar- Simmons moves into a
her 14-point letdown was shall County. then shot at his second title
successfully bracketed Hickman again ... we're when he faces Kelvin
by balanced Murray seor-- really going to get the test Buck in Saturday's 139ing.
•
in February. In January pound championship
Diana Ridley fired in a the games were kind of bout.
'dozen points, one of her spaced out, but February
Benji Bogard, another
Diane Oakley led all best outputs *OT the will tell the story on us.
youngster from Murray,
scorers with 21 and team- season, and ConmeSpann We've got a lot of tough
lost a close decision to
mate Sharon Cooper add- and Leslie Thompson games all bunched
Troy Grimes of Jackson
ed 18. Cooper was the top combined for 15 more together coming up and
Boxing Club when he ran
board worker with 14 and points for the winners.
we're going to have to out of .gas in the third
Oakley followed with a
Harrell was happy with 'play better than we did round. A pre-fight cold
dozen.
the win, but said his girls tagainst Carlisle, to stay hindered Bogard, cutting
Lori Barrett's 11 points "never could quite get go- with some of these
his endurance, and
and six from Melody 01- ing."
teams.''
Grimes
capitalized with
linger rounded but the '
'Carlislebling
Tonight's MRS- en- aggressiveness in the. last
Racer
Lady
scoring.
after we got a 12-.14 point counter at Fulton-City is a round.
The game was tied
lead and we couldn't doubleheader beginning
Don Wright, a former
all at halftime and the shake them," Harrell with the girls game at
Murray
State
lead jumped bark and said. "They were blister- 6:30 and the boys imcheerleader, suffered the
forth until Redwine's ing us from the outside mediately afterwards.
same losing fate as
play gave MSU the final for awhile
really hitBogard, but Wright
advantage.
Gam.Stata
ting some rainmakers out
almost
won his fight in
al Kerrey HaIS
MUW dropped to 9-8 there around 25 or 30 WJ*AAY1St
the
final
period.
wl the loss. the Lady feet.**
IctsmatiodasorI, Grtwor :1 Weald. 17
Robert' Booker of CovSpann 7 Mahn 12 T7srt1444,61 I liar
re now 3-9.
Ha
However, the low - 431-641 2. Hay', 1. Seth It Thurmond It ington. Tenn.. staggered
Murray State percentage shots didn't Tema labia MC41.II it
Wright for an 8-count in
resumes • erence ac- pay off for the 4-12 Carli- 'CARLISLE
Peiraek 7 Cartsialer ti Bribed 8.
the
second round, but
Lady sle girls as the Lady perver II, Oiled 7, Shelton I Tam
Wright
roared back in the
5.57 11111II
Wads
Pea y Tigers ran their record to
Racers host A
IWINS
MIS*
tip,ore5145tb. MIS 4- II
(Continued on Pg.9)
9-5.

Lady Tigers extend win streak
with 66-51 walk over Carlisle
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Games regionally televised

Super Bowl backed by losers

Georgia, Tennessee
prompt'Cat basics
(EXINGTON.Ky.
AP. — Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall has spent the
past week taking his
basketball team through
the basics to prepare for
consecutive road games
this weekend at Georgia
and Tennessee

January," Hall said.
"We're getting back to it
and hopefully we can
make a strong finish."
Apparently the attention to detail is paying off.
Hall said that Wednesday's practice "was one
of the most aggressive,
alert and good-shooting
practices we've had since
mid-December."
Hall said guard Dicky
Beal, who has been
sidelined since Jan. 15
with a knee injury, is at 75
percent strength and
might play in Saturday's
regionally televised
game against Georgia,
Kentucky. ranked No which is 13-3 overall and
10. in the country, leads 4-3 in the conference
the Southeastern Con- Beal played Just two
ference with a 5-2 record, minutes against Florida
but Georgia and Ten- and sat out the Vanderbilt
nessee are grouped with game.
Manday's 9 p.m. game
three other teams in second place, just a game against Tennessee, 12-4
and 4-3, also will be
back of the Wildcats.
"This is a big week for -televised regionally.
Sam Bowie, Kentucky's
us." Hall told reporters at
his weekly news con- 7-foot-t -Center who has
been sidelined for two
ference Thursday.
He said that Georgia seasons by a stubborn leg
and Tennessee ''are fracture, said he talked to
leaders in the conference Hall on Wednesday about
planning a rehabilitation
and playing well."
"Both look to be con- program for the summer.
tenders for the chamtnon- Bowie has not played
ship so wins on the road since 1981 because of A
over these teams would hairline fracture in his
be a great opportunity," left shinbone.
Doctors- placed the lex
•he said.
:Since last Saturday's - in another cast Tuesday,
82-77 overtime victory and Bowie said, "I think
over Vanderbilt. Hall has right now you can count
had Kentucky working on this year out." The statedpfense, particularly the mept was no surprise
man-to-man variety, since he earlier had said
working against the he would need five to six
press, blocking out and weeks - training to get
rebounding. Hall describ- back in condition.
Bdwie said he expects
ed the 'team> failure' to
perform well in those to spend four or five monareas as its biggest pro- ths later this year in a
rehabilitation program
•lems recently.
•
e were doing those '-to get where lean go out
December, but and do the things 1 used to
things
got awa from it in do."

STUFF CYCLE — Cy Britt, a Murray State
sophomore from Madisonville, entertains a crowd
at Racer Arena with his high-cycling cage skills
Britt will receive another opportunity to perform
before a home crowd Saturday when the Racers
host AusUn Peay in a 7:30 p.m. Ohio Valley Conference game.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

LOS ANGELF-S AP.
,Losing builds
character. That is what
football coaches tell their
teams suffering through
hard times
The Washington "Redskins and Miami
Dolphins, who meet Sunday an Super Bowl XVII,
both subscribe to that
theory They got here,
they Say. thanks in large
measure to past hardships, including
character-binlding losses
suffered a year ago
For the Dolphins. the
test came in the 1981 divisional playoffs against
the San Diego Chargers,
a memorable game
Miami lost 41-38 in overtime
Trailing 24-0 in the first
quarter, they had climbed off the deck to first tie
the scare, then take the
lead, only to have the
Chanters come-back and
tie it in the last minute
Then Uwe von Scharnarin
had two field goal tries
blocked before Rolf
Kenirschke kicked a 29yarder to win it
•'That loss built a little
character," said guard
Bob Kuechenberg "You're down 24-0 in the
first quarter.-We dada little fast calculating on -the
sidelines and it projected
to 96-0 for the game That
would be a little embarrassing on national television and.all It was time
for a gut check We rattle
. of age a little that day "
The victory sent the
l'hargers to the AFC
championship game
against Cincinnati the
next week and finished
Miami's season e The
following Sunday, with
San Diego playing tor the
conference 'title. Iiolphin

ST. LOUIS .AP.
At hander was, picked off
least four pitchers will Wednesday by the
battle for the slot in the Chicago White Sox as
world champion St. Louis compensation for the
Cardinals starting rota- New York Yankees' signtion this spring with the ing outfielder Steve
5-2 overall a
host Bendeparture
of 12-game Kemp as a -free agent.
ton Monday. Be • was
winner
Steve
Mura, says Mura becames the first
one of the two losse
fManager
Whitey
Herzog. major leaguer awarded
ferel by MMS thi
The
23-year-old
right- as compensation under
season, the final score
favoring Benton,33-32.
(Continued from Pg.8)
In Thursday's girls
matchup between MMS
and Trigg, the Lady third. Twice
e had division between Buddy
Tigers won their second Booker stumbling, e he Workman of MPBC and
game of the year despite couldn't put the more e
Jackson's Robert Baker.
being out-rebounded 43- perienced fighter away.
fight will be the first
28.
Rogers said Wright for th boxers, the only.
Kelly Ridley's 16 points "looked better than he two re
ered in that age
paced the MMS girLs to a ever has against an oppo- and weigh
ss.
34-25 victory upping the nent who was probably
Also,'Hawn
ed Bon
team's record to 2-4. Mur- better than any other he's Stevenson and
htnray led 14-5 at the end of fought."
ing' Rod Jones will ci
the first period and the
Tonight's bouts involv- pete for the I26-pound
Lady Tigers played their ing Murray fighters in- championship tonight
bench much of the con- clude a title fight for the Both are MPBC team
test.
112-pound. 12-13 year-old members

Bo
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PRE-SPRING

SALE

the basic agreement sign- players it protected from
ed in 1981, between . the major league coin
pensation pool. Herzog
players and owners.
Herzog said right- expressed surprise over
handers Eric Ow White Sox' action
Rasmussen, Andy Rincon
St Louis received
and John Fulgham will
$150.000 for the Item of
bid for Mura's old job as
Mura out of the COMpen
No. 5 starter along with
Satl0r) pool but will lose
left-hander John Martin
no additional players as
Fulgham only two years
Class A compensation for
ago underwent rotator
two years unless thes
cult surgery
sign such a player Mura, who had a six-_,
game winning streak for
"We all agreed on the
St. Louis at micLseaaon in protection list." Herzog
1962, found himself on the said in respect to Wednesbench during the latter day's -loco "I'd like to
portions of the campaign have Steve I think somebecause of -control dif- day hes-:going lobe a
ficulties and did not ap- good pitcher"
pear in either the National League Champion
ship Series or World
JUST ARRIVED —
ries
NEW SHIPMENT
hough St. Louis as a
draft •
cipant had not
included
a among 24
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ANY
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We Sell
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Don't Get Caught In
The Cold Again!

Ky Lake Country Buffet
Saturday Night
'••
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Southern Style Fried Chicken, Ky.
Country Ham, Spicy Barbecue Spore
Ribs, Ky. Lake Catfish, Oven Browned Potatoes, Southern Style Fried Apples, Seasoned Blockeyed Peas,
Steamed Corn On The Cob, Turnips
Greens, Asst. Ky. Mode Cheese,
Large Salad Bar and Beverage.

69$

Children 425

lioo't Forgot ow Sunday
Delos* Buffet 123 p.m.
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At the start of 1981, Joe
Gibbs was hired .as
Washington's new coach
His regime started in
reverse with five conrk
secutive Iteo,eS. fl(4ne of Start said sa el
them closer than to •Murph`K -All along, we
points The team was felt we hail a good coach
and it good team and c
spinning its wheels
We were losing, but clad(' Wilt /ILA e didn't
the team was staying IUitiI t hat game 111
together ' said defensive Chicago Thcil things fell
tackle ()aye hut: into place and from then
was
pointing till oUr receire1 has beef
fingers, blaming other phenomenal "
guys We'believed in th,
Taeac-h and
-*There was a growing
attitude. rather than an in
slant awareness We
Were convinced when
libbs said this was
only temporars. The
veterans had never lost
that often He told us to
hold on. to keep on trying.
that things would change
around "
The next week, the
Redskins' went into
Outage) and defeated the
Rears 24-7 for i;ibbs' first
victory John Higgins
rushetrfor 126 yards and
two touchdowns that day
and it was a recipe the
Redskins would follow'
straight to Pasadena a
year later
•
"That first win after
the' five losses that Was
our turning point," Gibbs
Sere
Monty
popt bends"'
l0 row slum
• A 't
At
•.
• ..,•,(p) T

.00

ON CASE LAWN SA8081
TWONS

VOW MAIN

year
•
• The Redskins experienced the same kind
of carryover, but their
turnaround occurred
somewhat earlier than

1111 11Ik 11.111.4IN
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theited Time Offer

teammates A J Duhe
and Doug Betters were on
a skiing trip •
-We got up early, just
like we were still playing," Duhe said 'We'
said. 'Let's ski all
and that's what we did
And we did it with the
same emotion and intensity of•game It was as if
we were still idaying football "1 remembe-r standing
in the locker room after
the game,- said defensive end Nun Bokamper
"I was thinking we had
worked so hard and now
we were going home with
nothing. It was as tough
as any game I had ever
been in and 1 realized that
we had to plas even
tougher than that
•
v e r!••
remembered that this
year We talked about it
and what it felt like We
gained a lot of inaturit
that day
Charger tight end
Kellen Winslow was a
dramatic figure that day,
helped off the field, at the
end of the game, totally
exhausted
Miami
linebacker Earnest
Rhone laughed at the
memory of that
!Not
.
* think he was exha us t d ,
said
"Imagine har we ft-It
chasing him all day I
couldn't have played
much longer I would
have passed out. The next
,day I couldn't eat
s
"We should haw; wain
and we could 'Mee won
There was a ciffryoVer
from that game to this

St. Louis offers one slot for four pitchers

Second4clif defense
produces MM.S win
Murray Middle
School's Tigers held host
Trigg County to only
three points in the second
half to breeze through a
42-19 decision Thursday
night.
MMS coach Rick
Fisher said his team
started off sluggishly,
trailing 9-8 after the first
period, but then the
Tigers turned on and
-had some fun the rest of
the game."
Rodney Skinner and
Mark West contributed 14
and 13 points while Steve
Garland cleaned the
boards for a game-high
nine rebounds.
The Tigers improved to

Super Bowl XVII

"They were so
hungry and we stuck with
them From that tune on.
we were never beaten
badly"
They almost were
never beaten at all
Washington won eight of
its final 11 games last
season and is 11-i this
year, including the three
play.off victories leading
up to the Super Bowl
That is a 19-4 pace that is
the best in pro foe dm II
over that stretch
'*The foundttIon for
this was built in that 0-a

kentake State
'sr
tit.0

4,1
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"
$ 1 99
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"

$1 2915

Buy Now And
Receive A
FREE
Fuel Can &
Siphon Pump
Ws Hays The Poets he Stock
To Service What We Sell

MURRAY
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753.3361
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City and county churches announce Sunday services and meetings
by the Teen Chou- who Krizan. Will Gentry,
Assembly.led bYEleonor will speak at 11 am.and 6 mg hour
will sing "The Lord Is My Heather Doyle, Claudia
Al
at
Colthe
evening
service
services
p.m.
Kodrnan, will begin at
9:30 a. m with Peggy dwater Baptist Church. the church will observe Shepherd" and the Junior Moore, Mary Shore,
Louise &cite!. Barbera
Phelan, as adult class Bobby Manning will the ordinance of The Choir who will sing
teacher and Dr. Sal direct the music with _Lord's Supper with The Father, Bless Us." (;eorge. Donna Clark and
special music- by Youth Margaret Boone will Matt Harrington.
Matarazzo as Jesse Zola Huoter.aa pianist.
Seventh& Poplar
direct the music with
,..The Descendants will Choir.
Rogers class teacher.
Ralph A. Casey of Nor.
Sunday School with Maxine Clark at
sing at morning briar and
Gastien Methodist
cross, Ga., will speak
The Rev. Roland Jones, Sharon Ingram at even- Dan Billington as organist
about "The Music of the
be
Doris
Assisting
will
School
will
e
at
superintendent
pastor. will speak at 11 ing hour. Sunday
Church" at the 8:30 and
Scott,
Cella.
Eugene
as
ac9:45
with
Willard
Carr
a.m.
Goshen
service
at
a.m.
Auburn Wells, Don Mc- 10:40 a m. and 6 p.m. serWestaide Baptist
United Methodist Church. ting director will be at 10
The Rev. Don Farmer Cord, Ron Cella, M.C. vices at Seventh and
.M.
He will be assisted by Joe
will speak at 11 a.m. ser- Ellis. Mack Hayes, Mike Poplar Church of Christ.
Elm Grove Baptist
1.1wrence.
Assisting will be John
"Why I Am Sold On My vice at Westside Baptist Holton. Bob Wasttam,
Ronnie Hutson will give
Dale,
Jerry Bolls, Denny
Williams,
Patrice
the children's morning Church" will be theme Church. Tommy Scott Johnny
Jones,
Jr.. Kenny
Coleman
Fleming
and
music
with
Men's
Day
at
will
direct
the
Baptist
for
devotion Sunday School
Hoover, Richard Duke,
with .classes for all ages Elm Grove Baptist Susie Scott as pianist and and Frances MeKeel.
Sunday School will be Danny Cleaver, Ken
Church. E.J. Carmichael, Patsy Neale as organist.
will begin at 10 a.m.
Farley, Jerry Fulton,
Brooks Oswalt and
At the 6 p.m. service at 9:30 a.m.
Sinking Spring
Curd, -Brad
Stafford
First
Methodist
The Rev, Eddie Young, Charles Pickering will Rudy Howard and Share
The Rev. Jimmy E. Canter, George Patterpastor, will speak about speak at 11 a m service will present a sacred conStubbs, minister of son, Garry Evlans Don
•
• Those Who Love The The men of the church cert.
evangelism, will speak Spiceland, Noah
will
sing
with
Kerry
Memorial
Baptist
with
scripture
Lord'
Tony Oliver will speak about "The Keys of the Wheatley, Charlet Lamb.
from Isaiah 66:4 at 11 Vasseur as director
6
15
p
serthe
in
At
at
10:50 a.m. service in Kingdom" with scripture Aubrey 'Hatcher, Lorin
a ni and about••The
Max Farley/.
Evangelist And The vice. Phil Jones. Monroe observance of Baptist from Luke 18:9-14 at 10:50 Watson and
First Baptist ,
at
First
a.m.
service
and
Steve
Jones
Alone,s
Men's
Day
at
Memorial
I.ost".with scripture from
The Rev. G.T. Moody,
Avis 8--3S at 7 p.m. at will bring shett Baptist Church. The United Methodist Church.
associate pastor, will
Choir,
The
Chancel
sing
testmionies.
The
group.
Choir
will
Men's
Sinking Spring Baptist
Sonlight, will sing MusiThe Longer I Serve directed by Paul Shahan speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6
Church
Glenda
Rowlett
cians
are
Him"
with J.T, Lee as with Bea Farrell as p.m. services at First •
The Church Choir,
soloist, Milton Gresham organist, will sing the an- Baptist Charch. The or- 7
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ficulties are easily dealt with.:
RIGHT!ARMIN& YOU SAY'
50400t. TNIS MORNING
A loved one introduces you to;
valuable contacts. Work pro-:
. •
spects improve.
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eMay 21 to June 20
Try to be consistent in the
opinions you voice today. In
romance, words aren't
I are
By Abigail Van Buren
necessary. You find yourself
involved.
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to
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CREAM
ICE
have to watch spending.
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DEAR ABBY As uregular follower of your column. I Domestic interests are
read One (0( your recent replies in the San Francisco favored.
Ii
Chronsrle in which you stated that the statute of limi• LEO
94
Unions for the prosecution of rape in California is three iJuly 23tnAug. 22)
: •i
years.
Two minds are better than
I thought you would be interested to know that since one today. A close tie inspires
Jan 1. 19•12, the statute of limitations for rape has been you. Travel has romantic
six years, as p. result of legislation which I authored in overtones. Creative projects
19fil
well.
MILTON MARKS,STATE SENATOR, go
r ve
AW CMON 1 IT EASY FOR YOU ! SURE
VEAN, BUT YOUR
FIFTH SF,NATORIAL DISTRICT, VIRGO
Sept 22)
,4ENJER
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TO SAY, VOU'VE
SAN FRANCISCO,CALIF 'Aug 23 to
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t4EVER BEEN r
DEAR SENATOR MARKS: Mea nava. The lawyer your advantage. Be open with
PoLLER
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provided me with the outdated information those you deal with today.SO
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•
already gone to press. He's • prominent attorney, LIBRA
/
— .
presently attired in sackcloth and ashes, eating 1Sept.23toOct.72) Arr
crow in San Francisco.
Hobbies are fulfilling, but
relations with friends may be
slightly strained. Others are
evasive in their viewpoints.
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ntAtiC.
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leA--6
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Nov.22toDec. 2I
dad's reaction was the same as my husband's.(My mother
Attending a club or row
Just said. -That'si men for you.") For Si.' sake we all
function could lead to
decided to drop it.
My parents'have completely dropped it, but my husband romance. Travelers mast try
and I haven't We've backed out of family gatherings. My to keep expenses down. An
sister keeps asking me why I'm mad at them. and I keep UMW is riot clear cut.
CAPRICORN
_
. .
saying. "We have other piana,"-ite.
Even if I told her the truth, she'd probably say I was iDec. 22toJan.19
eats or I must ha%r led him on. What should I do? "
Don't abuse credit. awi,you
KEEPING MY mouni'Nur mayhad an art object that is
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be makes a above toward you, you will almost him
NI M 9fliPFIED!
IT'LL ts0 1011
BANOl ! to his -wife and the *Miro family for the kind of lian.10toleb 11)
Though you're sure of where
HI* ARMOR'
person Its is.
you stand on an issue, a close
g4p1,4 MONO.,,
tie remains uncertain. Give
others the chance to make up
DEAR ABBY: A wiwitto "Rill," an inmate at tlw Attica. their minds.
Correctional Facility, who wanted people to send aid* ,OEM
0 X
•
,
mils cards and letters to inmates in prison so they.usliddt Brob.19to Mar 301
You need further thought
not feel "forgotten"
_ •
Abby. please assure him and others in his posit** that about a career concern.
they shall never be forgotten - by their victims tit they Follow your
listen to what yoz
are still alive) or Sheer families
FRIEND OF A VICTIM you in romantic

Various churches in the
city and county have announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
Jan 30. as follows.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev James T
Garland. pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 6
p m services at Hazel
Baptist Church. Gene Orr
Miller will direct the
music with Gwyn Key as
organist and Oneida
White as pianist Mrs.
White will sing a solo at
morning hour.
Sunday School with
Don Bailey as director
will be at 9.45 a.m. and
Church Training with Pat
Hutson NS director will be
at Sp m
Calvary Temple
The Rev William Cox,
pastor, will speak at 11
a rn and 6 30 p m services at Calvery Temple,

Rick Clendenen will lead
the song strvtce. with
Donnie Peal as organist
and Stacey Stalls as
pianist.
Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m. An intercessory prayer time
precedes the evening service at 6 p.m.
. Christian Science
‘""The Subject of God
Revealed As Infinite.
'Love- will be the central theme of the Bible
lesson sermon to be read
at .11 am. serVIce at
Christian Science Society. This will include a
passage from I John.
Sunday School also will
beat 11 am
.
Scotts Grove
The Rev
Wayne
Carter, pastor, will speak
about -Will A Man Serve
God For Nothing" with
scripture from-sfob 1 . 1-9

at 11 a.m. service at
Scotts Grove Baptist
Church. Terry Mcaard.
deakon of the week, will
assist.
Donald Crawford will
direct the music with Polly McGitutts as organist
and Beverly Cooke as
pianist.
The pastor will speak
from I Peter at6 p.m. service. Sunday School with
Jimmy Vance as director
will beat lam
Presbyterian Ordination and installation of newly elected
church officers will be at
10:45 a.m. service at
First Presbyterian
Church The Rev H E
Rabatin, pastor, will
speak about -Christ's
Idea of Greatness" with
scripture from Mark
10 35-45
Church School
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three sisters•iilts Irene
Cry. Mrs - Maurelle
VMliams and Mrs.
Beauton Osborn, two
brothers. Melton D Mitchell and James C Mitchell. one grandson. T J
Eisenmann

Final nteia for Mrs
Mary E Oit will be
Saturday at 1 p m in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev Gerald Owen
will officiate
Mrs
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist
Aftive pallbearers will
be Noble Orr. Robert
Wade, Bobby Osborn,
Dewey Orr, Paul Dunn
and Glenn Mitchell.
Honorary pallbearers
will be Buster • Paschall.
Jun Lowry, Jerry Humphreys. Joe Henderson,
Randy Taylor and Elisha
Taylor
Burial will follow in the
Macedonia t'emetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Mrs Orr, 53, Warren.
Mtch , died Tuesday at
3 30a (II at her home
She is survived by her
husband, Henry J. Orr,
two daughters. Miss
Peggy .1 Orr and Mrs
Thomas .1 Etnenmann:

Mr. McElwain
dies; services
Incomplete
K E. McElwain. 66.
died Thursday at Naples
Hospital. Naples, Fla lie
was a resident of
Goodland, Fla . and
formerly resided at Rt
Hardin. Aurora community
The deceased was
retired from the United
Slates Army and was a
member of Goodland
Baptist Mission
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs Odessa Sawyers
McElwain, one daughter.
Mrs JafTleS ( Carmen1
Sizemore. RI 1. Hardin.
one son. Keith Edward
McElwain, Goodland,
Fla . three grandchildren
Also surviving are five
Alvis
sisters. Mrs
Waren Etta l Johns.
Mrs George Ova Mock
and Mrs John .Lorell
McElwain. all .of
Cecil
Imuisville,
.Faye , Herndon.
lopkinsvilk. - and 'Mrs
e 51 11r r Is.
.1 0
Russellville. two
brothers,- lark WEIw'am. Itt 5. Benton. and
James Am! Mo+:1wain.
Cincinnati. otuoo.
The body will be returned to the Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
Arrangements are incomplete

Mrs. Wilson's
mother dies
Mrs Lucille Hinkley of
Piggott, Ark , died Tuesday at her home
Survivors include one
daughter. Mrs Jack'
Wilma Wibion of Murray, and four grandchildren, Jace, Chuck
and John Wibion of Murray arid Lynn W (*rattle
Chattanooga.'lerm
The funeral will be
Saturdloy at 11 a ni at the
Church of Christ at Piggott, Ark
Friends 'nay call at the
lfoggard and Sons
Funeral Home .at Piggott
after 4 30 p in today
; Friday ;

Allen Wells'
funeral rites
on Saturday

Mrs. Ann Chester Cole.
former resident of Murray, now of Sterling Park,
Va.. died Thursday at 9
a.m. at the Munsen
Hospital, Traverse Qty,
Mich
The funeral for Allen C
The former Murrayan
Wells will be Saturday at had been stricken ill on
p m in the chapel of Jan. 12 while she and her
Max Churchill Funeral husband. Gene Cole. were
Home The Rev Cell/in
Wilkins and the Rev. CC
Brashear will officiate
Music will be by Rev.
Wilkins, Mrs Robbie
Nolus Popi Woodward
Burkeen and Mrs
died -Thursday at
Juanita Lee
Jackson-Madison County
Active pallbearers will General Hospital,
be Robert Lee Sparks. Jackson, Tenn. He was1I9
Carl Leslie Sparks. Ken- years of age and a retired
neth Fisher, Leittel carpenter.
Elkins. Otis Elkins and
Survivors are two
Carlos Elkins
daughters, Mrs. Justine
Honorary groups will Trobigh, Memphis,
be memb-irs of the Tenn., and Mrs Cladys
Rebecca Sunday. School.--Clayton. Henderson,
(lassand the Deacons of Tenn., one son. Cicero
the Elm Grove Baptist Guy Woodward, Hardin:
Church where Mr Wells two- brothers, Vivian
was a member and Woodward and Wilson
deacon
Woodward, both of
Burial will follow in Ilenderson. Tenn.
Elm I:rove i'emetery
The funeral is today at
Friends may call at the 1 pm in the chapel of
funeral home after 3 p in Leon Johnson and Son
today-, Friday
Funeral Home, HenderMr 'Wells. M. lit .3, son. Tenn Burial was to
rued Thursday at 9-40 follow in Old Friendship
a in at Murray-Calloway Cemetery there
County Hospital He was
a ‘steran of Wald War I Ford steps down
)
WASHINGTON
, and a retired farmer
24. 1ii96.-tie was Sen Wendell Ford,[)-KT
Born I
the son of the late Bruce has stepped down after
Wells and Dennie Futrell six years as chair-man of
the Democratic
Wells
Survivors are his wife, Senatorial Campaign
- Mrs. Luna Elkins Wells, Committe
Ford, who is turning
to whom be was married
on Sept 2, 1950. one over the chairmanship to
daughter, Mrs Eloretta Sen Lloyd Bensten, I)Sparks. Lexington. one Texas. said that he was
brother, Dr U(' Wells. asked to stay on for a
Murray, three grand- fourth term, but declined.
children; two greatgrandchildren.

Mr. Woodward
dies Thursday

RICKMAN & NORSWORTHY
BUILDING SUPPLIES
ARISTOCRAT STYLE

•Bed 8 Bathroom Lod
*Closet Latch Sets
•Double Cylinder

$15.75

All Locks
Dexter, Weiser,
Ametock, Weslock,
Horlock
While Supply Lasts7-

--a•r•••••••:1M•
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•

Susanne's
100 S. 13th

z

753-5819

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-4

PONT
SALE

OFF

TO

MANY PRINTS
TO CHOOSE FROM
— FAMOUS ARTISTS —
LIMITED EDITION PRINTS

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

*NOTKE*
Tin NM FACTS

FREE STORE
IS STILE OPEN

WITH CLOTHING, FOOD, MEDICINE,
HEALTH IL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
FOR THE NEEDY

1979 She Chevrolet Piave
Custom deluxe, 3 speed, 6 cylinder, blue''
vinyl rally wheels, 39,XXX miles

IF YIN NEEI INN

ASSISTANCE CALL
159-4111

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

•

Any Denatiess Of Items, Ser;rices
Or Other CostribetteiliVar

641 S. Murray

753-2617

Watallie

11040/15 (12-71) STATE

CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)

ZIP CODE

STATE

CITY

COUNTY

Murray

Cal lower

STATE BANK NO.

FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 140.

207

8

Kentucky-

42071

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
December 31, 1982

LIABILITIES
13 Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
14 Tim* and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
15 Deposits of United States Government
16 Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
17 All other deposits
18 Certified and officers' checks
19 Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
a Total demand deposits . .
b Total time and savings deposits
20 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
and
21 Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U S Treasury
other liabilities for borrowed money
22 Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases

MU.
6
41
4
16

•

QUALITY CUSTOM FRAMING
20% OFF FRAMING WITH PURCHASE OF PRINT
10% OFF ALL OTHER FRAMING

it

Thou.
326
392
994
505

1
2
3
4
5
6
7a
7b
7c

no e
4
62

630
525

750

///,'R
v/WM
62

105

no e
2

272
77

3
141

569
990

15
104

396
359
363
516

5

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
111

no e
126

457
091

19
10.

16 962
109 '129

10b
20

814

23 All other liabilities
19 thru 23)
24' TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items
25 Subordinated notes and debentures
EQUITY CAPITAL
a No shares outstanding INIMITIM1111(par value)
26 Preferred stock
a No shares authorized
27 Common Stock
b No shares Outstanding 11.171r.111M111 I I(par value)
.
26 Surplus
reserves
capital
other
and
29 Undivided profits and motions for contingencies
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and 301

(SPECIAL PURCHASE)
Jan. 26 - Feb. 5

40

The liquor ad policy
was adopted Wednesday
by the regents after it had
been approved Jan. 19 by
the 11-member Board of
Student Publications,
comprised of students,
faculty and staff.
Kappa; said economics
played a part in the decision. The Trail Blazer,
though supported by the
university, receives 40
percent of its revenue
from advertising sales.
Edward A. Farris,
distilled apirits administrator for the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, said he sees
no problem with the MSU

ASSETS
1 Cash and due from depository institutions
2 US Treasury securities
3 Obligations of other US Government agencies and corporations
4 Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
S All other securities
6 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
7 • Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
b Lets: allowance'for possible loan losses
C. Loans. Net
8 Lease financing receivables
9 Bank premises furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
11 All other assets
12 TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 theu 11)

Special Value!
$12.75
$11.31
$7.00

advertisements in the
student newspaper.
The; regents said,
however, that such cannot mention or Illustrate
alcoholic products or include the word -liquor."
Freight Station Liquors, for example,
would have to shorten its
name to Freight Station
in order to advertise in
the Trail Blazer.
However, there is room
for clever advertisers to
drop enough not-so-subtle
hints to leave no doubt as
to their math source of income.
While a carry-out
couldn't say it sells beer,

Polter
Farris said the question
of advertising by ABC
licensees in student
publications is currently
under review by the
department in cooperation with state institutions in areas where liquor sales are permitted.
Steve O'Conner, partowner of Freight Station
Liquors in Morehead,
said the university's
policy would probably
have little effect on his
establishment.
'lobe honest with you,
we don't advertise to any
great extent." he said.
"The people here at
Freight Station) are pretty well known in the community so we've done
fairly well without a
great deal of advertising."

Bank of Murray

JANUARY CLOSEOUT SALE
•Keyed Entrance Locks

by her husband. Gene
Cole; -one daughter. Mrs.
Mendel (Debbie)
Bocknek. Vienna, Va..;
one son, Terry Gene Cole,
Sterling Park, Va.; one
sister. Mrs. Johnny
Mary) Eberline,
Michigan; two brothers,
Gordon Chester, Benton.
and Graden Chester.
Michigan; two grandchildren, Michelle Cole
and Ike Moore.
The deceased is the
sister-in-law of Mrs.
Margaret Nell Boyd of
Murray.
Funeral and burial services have not been announced.

MOREHEAD, Ky.
(API - The Morehead

LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

753-6450

500 S. 4TH

WEISER

K meld advertle• thet it
stocks —complete party
visiting Mr. and Mrs. State University Board ol supplies," said Keith
Charles Wilkerson at Regents has adopted Kappes, chairman of
guidelines for placement MSU's Board of Student
Traverse Ctty.
Mn. Cole is survived of liquor, beer and wine Publications.

Mrs. Ann col* dies Thursday

Funeral Saturday for Mrs. On
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no e
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MEMORANDA
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
4
la
a Standby letters of credit, total
876
6
lb
b Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100.000 or more
325
lc
c Other time dolipoelte in amounts of $100.000 or more
date
report
2 Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with
2.
126' 337
a Total deposits (Corresponds to item 19 above)
the
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Itemizing deductions advantageous to some
While the IRS encourages as many taxpayers as possible to use
the simpler 1040A and
1040EZ forms, there will
be millions of taxpayers
who will find it to their
advantage to itemize
deductions on the 1040
form.
(;enerally, -you will
benefit from itemizing
deductions if you paid interest and taxes on a
home you own, had
unusually large uninsured medical and dental
expenses during the year.
made large contributions
to qualified charitable
organizatons. or had major uninsured casualty
losses What this means
is that you will probably
have itemized deductions
totalling more than the
zero bracket amount appropriate to your filing
status,
Taxpayers who itemize
deductions reduce their
adjusted gross income by
their excess itemized
deductions. Excess
itemized deductions are
the amount by which total
itemized deductions exceed the zero bracket
amount. For example, a
married couple filing
jointly, with itemized
deductions of, $5,500,
would subtract their zero
bracket of $3,400 from the
$5,500 in order to determine their excess itemized deductions of $2,100.

Although adjusted
gross income is reduced
by only the excess itemized deductions, all deductions are allowed. This is
becaUse the zero bracket
amount is incorporated
into the Tax Tables and
the Tax Rate Schedules.
Itemized deductions
are rionbusiness deductions If you itemise your
deductions, you must fije
Form 1040 and fill in
Schedule A i Farm 1040).
Schedule A provides
space for listing deductible medical and dental
expenses, charitable contributions, taxes, interest
paid, casualty or theft
losses, and miscellaneous
items such as union dues.
If you Itemize, you
should keep a record of
your deductible items, including cancelled checks
and receipts. This will
verify your expenses
should the Internal
Revenue Service examine your return. It will
also help you determine
whether your itemized
deductions are greater
than your zero bracket
amount.
Taxpayers who itemize
can take advantage of
many deductible expenses. Here's a brief explanation from the IRS of
some types of deductions
available:
Chiultable
Contributions
Generally, you may

deduct contributions you
paid to any qualified
organization established
and operated exclusively
for charitable, religious,
educational, scientific, or
literary purposes, or for
the prevention of cruelty
to children or animals; to
fraternal organization if
the contributions are used for charitable purposes; to veterans'
organizations; or to
governmental agencies
that will use the gifts exclusively for public purposes.
This means that you
may deduct your 'tontributions to most
religious organizations, a
community fund, Boy
Scouts, the YMCA, the
Red Cross, the American
Cancer Society, CARE,
Veterans of Foreign
Wars, etc. You may not
deduct contributions to
civic leagues or
chambers of commerce.
If you donate property
other than money, you
must base your deduction
on the fair market value
of the property; that is,
the amount you could
reasonably charge if you
were selling the property.
Bear in mild that a
contribution is only a contribution at the time of its
delivery. Pledges are not
contributions until you
make payment Also, if a
contribution results in a
personal benefit, all or

IMPORTANT
You can make tax-deferred I.R.A.
retirement savings deposits until
April 15, 1983 and still have a tax
deduction for 1982.

Ask Us For Details!

'RI,EFENDBANc

UrrEY

IVRet

part of it may not be
deductible. For example..
if you buy a PO ticket for
a church benefit and
receive a meal at the
function worth 915 . you
can only claim $35 as a
charitable contribution.
Medical Expenses
You may deduct the
medical expenses you
paid during 1962 to the extent that they exceed
three percent of your adjusted gross income. If
you were reimbursed by
insurance or otherwise,
that amount must be subtracted from your
medical expenses.
Payments for the
diagnosis, cure, prevention, or treatment of a
physical or mental illness
are deductible as are
payments for the purpose
of affecting any structure
or function of the body.
In general, deductible
medical expenses include
your payments to doctors, 'dentists,
psychiatrists, etc.;
payments to hospitals for
service, laboratory fees,
z-rays, etc., and
payments for eyeglasses,
hearing aids and parts,
dentures,churches,etc.
What are not allowed
are things such as a trip
taken to "get away from
it all," even if advised by
a doctor, health club
dues, maternity clothes,
or diaper service.
Expenses for transportauon that are essential
to medical care such as
getting to and from a doctor's office-may be included in medical expenses These include
taxi, bus, train, or plane
fares
If you use your car, you
may deduct the actual
out-of-pocket expenses,
such as gas and oil, or
nine cents for each mile
you use your car for this
purpose. You may deduct
parking fees and tolls in
addition to your actual
operating expenses or
deducting nine cents a
mile. You must, of
course, keep track of
such expenses.
For 1162, you may also
include as part of your
11111110111 expenses, subOct to the three percent
your
paymeglip jet medicines
and everihat are more
dupe ens percent of yur
adjusted rose income.
You may include the cost
of medicines and drugs
whether or not prescriptions are required to obtain them.

For 1982, there is only
one exception to the three
percent limitation on
medical expenses. You
may deduct, without that
limitation, one-half of
what you paid for
medicalinsurance during
the year, or $150,
whichever is less. The
rest of the payment for
medical insurance may
be included with your
other medical expenses
subject to the three percent limitation.
Interest
The interest you paid
during the year on a debt
for which you are legally
responsible is deductible.
This includes such
debts as a car loan, a
bank loan, an educational
loan,or a mortgae of your
home. However, if in 1962
you prepaid interest
allocable to any period
after 1962, you can only
deduct the amount of interest allocable to 1982 on
yqur 1962 return.
If you buy such things
as clothing, a radio or TV
set, furniture, or
household appliances on
an installment plan or a
budget charge account or
credit card that lists a
finance charge, you may
seat the finance charge
payment as interest.
In general, the IRS
says that interest deductions must meet the
following tests: the interest must result from
an actual debtor —
creditor relationship; the
interest must be based on
a valid obligation to pay a
fixed sum of money, and
the debt must be one for
which you are legally
Liable.
Taxes
The 'following state or
Local taxes that yo9 paid
during the year are
deductible: income tax
(including tax withheld
or paid as estimated tax
during the year), real
property tax, personal
property tax, general
sales tax and contributions to certain state
disabilty benefit funds.
Remember, the tax on
certan major purchases
— a car, motorcycle,
motortiome, trudi, boat,
plane, mobile home, or
materials purcheeed to
build a now hems — can
be deducted in addition to
the sales tax table
amount. Personal property taxes assessed by
some states. especially
on oars, may be deductible if they are based on
the value of the personal

property and are imposed
annually.
The 1982 Optional State
Sales Tax Tables are a
convenient reference for
determining the amount
you may be able to deduct
for those taxes. Generally, no federal taxes are
deductible on your
federal income tax
return.
Miscellaneous
Deductions
These deductions include such items as union
dues, the cost of safety
equipment, tools, and
supplies used on your job
including Professional
and trade journals, and
expenses incurred in
seeking new employment
in the same trade or
business. Job hunting expenses are nbt deductible
If you're seeking employment in a new field of
work.
Under the category of
miscellaneous deductions
you can also deduct the
rent on your safety
deposit box if you keep
income-producing items
In it, such as stocks and
bonds. Taxpayers Who
hire someone to prepare
their tax returns can also
deduct the fee paid to the
preparer.
Certain adoption expenses may also be
deductible as a
miscellaneous deduction.
If you legally adopt a
child with special needs,
you may be able to deduct
up to 91,500 of qualified
adoption expenses.
A child with special
needs is one who is eligible to receive payments
under the Social Security
Act adoption assistance
program. These
payments are made
because a specific factor
or condition makes the
child difficult to place
with adoptive parents
without adoption
*askance. Suds faders
Include ethnic
background, age,
membership in a minority or sibling group,or a
physical, mental or smoUonal handicap.
Qualified adoption expenses include
reasonable and
necessary adoption fees,
court costs, attorney fees,
and dhow expenses that
are directly related to the
adoption of the child.
These adoption expenses
de not include any expenses for which you may
receive a credit or that
you may otherwise
deduct.
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Updated regulationi.can ease income tax bite
When you sit down to
prepare your 1962 income
tax return remember
several changes in the
law which can reduce
your tax bite for the year.
According to the Kentucky Society- of CPAs,
new or increased tax
breaks are available to
two-income married
couples, working parents,
investors in IRA or Keogh
plans, and those who contribute to charity.
Under the old tax law,
If you and your spouse
both worked, you were
probably subject to the
so-called "marriage
penalty" on your combined earnings. The two incomes often put you and
your spouse iiitO a higher
tax bracket. But that
changes this year thanks
to a new "marital deduction."
You may now deduct
five percent of the income
of the lower-earning
spouse, up to a maximum
of 81,500. For example, if
you and your spouse have
a combined income of
$40,000, broken down into
625,000 for one spouse and
$14,000 for the other, you
deduct $750 (five percent
of $15,000) from your income for the year.
This special deduction
may be claimed even if
you don't itemize, but you
must file a joint return.

This write-off will double
for 1983 earnings, to 10
percent of the lower income, up to a 83,000 maximum.
The tax break for childcare expenses you incur
in order to hold a job hai
also been modified, CPAs
report. (By the way. this
is called the dependent
care credit, and applies
not only to children.)
Depending upon income,
the tax credit for
qualified child-care costs
has risen from 20 percent
to 30 percent of expenditures.
The maximum 30 percent credit applies to taxpayers with an adjusted
gross,.income ( AGI) of
$10.000 or less. The credit
falls one percent for
every 82,000 of AG! over
$10,000. So,if your income
Is 615,000, you will qualify
for a 27 percent credit,
while someone with an
AG! of $22,000 receives a
24 percent credit. Thus,
the maximum credit is
now PM for one dependent and $1,440 for more
than one.
As income rises the
percentage of credit
decreases, but not below
20 percent, regardless of
income. Even at this end
of the scale, a taxpayer
with an income above
$211,000 who pays the maximum $4.800 In expenses

School expenses
may be deductible

•

Expenses for education
relevant to your current
employment may be
deductible, the Internal
Revenue Service says.
To qualify, the expenses must meet at least
one of two specific
guidelines. Taking the
course of study must be
mandatory for continuance in your current
employment status — for
example, a teacher required to take a course to
retain a teaching position. If not, the course
must be helpful in maintaining or improving
skills which are required
In your present employment — for instance a
television repairman taking a special course to
keep up with the latest
changes.
However, the cost of
certain edufcational experiences are not deductible. Expenses for educe-

Lion that prepares you for
anew trade or business such as a Journalist studying law - may not be
deducted, even if the
education is required or
beneficial in your present
employment. Similarly,
the expense for study to
help you meet the
minimum educatoinal requirements for your current position is not an
allowable deduction; for
example, a full-time
engineering student who
has a part time job in a
minor engineering
capacity.
Educational expenses
Include amounts spent on
tuition, books, supplies,
labotatory fees, and
similar items, and certain travel and transporation costs. Except for
reimbursed expanses inclued in income, trivel,
and transportation,
(Coollowed on Pais6)

for two dependents is entitled, to a tax credit of
8960. Remember, a tax
credit is subtracted
directly from your tax
bill, so dollar for dollar,
it's worth more than a
deduction, which reduces
your income.
To qualify for the tax
credit you and your
spouse must work full Or
part-time. Child-care expenses cannot be greater
than the compensation of
the lower-paid spouse. An
exception to this rule is
made for a spouse who is
disabled or is a full-time
student.
Expenses eligible for
the child-care credit include baby-sitting or
maid service in your
home, as well as nursery
school, day care centers
or summer camp. The

primary purpose of the
expenses must be to provide care of your dependent when you work
Another expenditure
which qualifies for credit
is out-of-home noninstitutionaltzed care of a
disabled spouse or dependent. In general,
dependents include
children under the age of
IS. a spouse or other resident of your home who is
mentally or physically incapable of self-care.
You get another tax
break if you contribute to
a personal retirement
plan, both Individual
Retirement Accounts and
Keogh plans. The annual
limit on contributions to
an IRA has been raised
from $1,500 to $2,000 and
you can have an IRA evin
if you are covered by

other retirement plans.
Your entire contribution
goes to reduce Ybut income
You can now contribute
up to 100 percent of your
wages to an IRA, but no
more than $2,000 If your
spouse doesn't work, you
can contribute an additional $250 A working
spouse is allowed to contribute another 82,000 to
an IRA, so together you
can reduce your income
by $4,000 You can open
an IRA right up until your
tax filing date, and take it
as a deduction for 1982
If you are single and in
the 30 percent tax
bracket, your direct tax
savings for the maximum
$2.000 contribution to an
IRA comes to 1600. CPAs
point out that all earnings
accumulate tax-free,

hi(-h accelerates
growth of the IRA

Yet another change in
the law allows self
employed tax -payers who
maintain Keogh plans
also to- maintain IRAs
Self-employed in:
thviduals- using a Keogh
plan to create a retirement trest egg may contribute 15 percent of their
earnings, up to $15,000 a
year This IN double the
1981 level of $7.500
A new deduction for
charitable contributions
is now effective if you do
not itennze deductions
You fility deduct up to $25
:n percent of the first
$100 for contributions on
a single or joint return
Thixanwunt will Increase
until 1986 and then be
eliminated
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.aware of regulation changes
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To make it more easily.
understood, let's say that
during the year you
bought a $5,000 computer
for your business. In the
past, • you might have
deprciated such an asset
according to its useful
life
Under the Accelerated
Cost Recovery System
IACRS) begun in 1961,
larger depreciation
write-offs are allowed
over a shorter penod°'
Business property is
divided into four groups
written off in periods of
three, five, 10 and 15
years.
The business computer s
In our example falls into
the five year write-off
period. Other five year
property includes heavy
trucks and most office
furniture and equipment.
According to the writeoff schedule for five-year
assets, you deduct 15 percent of the asset's cost in
year one, 22 percent in
year two, and 21 percent
In each of the last three
years. Thus,for the 16,000
computer the deduction
for 1962 is $750. You then
deduct $1,100 in 1963, and
$1,060 each year from
1964 to 1966.
Another savings you
are allowed for capital
property purchases is the
Investment tax credit
4 ITC). During the year of
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purchase. you can subtract a portion of an
asset's cost from your tax
bill. For property written
off in three years. the tax
credit is SIX percent of the
asset's cost. For all property written off m more
than three years the ITC
is HI perrent.
Going back to our example of a $5,000 computer, which is written off
in five years, the ITC is
9500 ( 10 percent of the
$3,000 cost 1. The $500 is
taken right off your 1962
tax bill. You can . still
depreciate the entire
$5,000 computer cost over
the five-year schedule.
Another Unproved tax
option is also now
available. CPAs point
out. You can now "expense" the first $3,000 of
your capital costs of
assets for the year you
made the purchase. In
other words, you can
write off the full cost of
the first $5,000 Worth of
business equipment acquired during 1162.
The catch is, you cannot take the investment
tax credit if you "expense" the cost It is up to
you to either claim the
MO ITC and depreciate
the woos over five years,
or immediately "expense" the $11,080 and
forfeit the $soo ITC
(Caginusd ea Page1)
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Recent tax law change
.may affect unemployed
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If you own a small
business, your tax planning will probably be affected by improvements
umension plan options,
recent increases in tax
write-offs for purchases
of capital property, and
new corporate estimated
tax requirements. Ac-.
cording to the Kentucky
Society of CPAs, changes
in rules for pensions And
property write-offs may
reduce what tax you owe
for 1962, and new
estimated tax requirements will affect
what you will pay in taxes
throughout 1963
Changes in pension
plan regulations may effect your 1962 taxes
Beginning in 1962 you can
have an Individual
Retirement Account even
if you already have a
Keogh account for your
partnership or business
You can contribute up to
$2,000 into an IRA
anytime before you file
your tax return, and then
deduct the cost from your
1962 income
You also have a couple
of options for writing off
the cost of most capital
property. You can either
depreciate the property
according to a specific
schedule, or "expense"
up to $5.030 worth of
business property all at
once for 1982.

Tat Time Section

If you are one of the
more than 11 million
Americans who has been
unemployed in the last
year, you may be affected by•recent change
In tax law. According to
the Kentucky Society of
CPAs, you should be
aware of certain tax
deductions for Jobhunting cods, and other
ways to ease the financial
burden between jobs.
Depending upon your
total annual income from
all sources, you may be
subject to a tax bite on
part of any unemployment compensation you
received In 1962. If
unemployment benefits
glob your total income
above $12.010 on an individual tax return or
$18,000 on • joint return,
you will have to pay a tax
on those benefits.
To determine how
much compensation Is
taxable, add up the Wit

amount of all unemployment compensation
received, along with any
wages, interest,
dividends and other income for 1912. Then subtract from that total,
$12,11116 for an individual
or VOW for a joint
return.
If after subtracting, the
result is zero, none of
your unemployment compensation is taxable. If
the result is above zero
you are taxed on one-half
of that amount, or on the
total of unemployment
compensation received,
whichever is less.
Let's say you are a
single taxpayer who
earned wages 0(111,000 in
1112, plus interest income
of $109. You also received
12.001 in unemployment
compensation. Your total
income for the year was
$13.280.
You subtract $12.6811
kern $13,80 sad endow

with a subtotal of $1,200
Half that amount, $600, is
considered taxable income for the year. The
other $1,400 of unemployment compensation is not
taxed.
According to CPAs, if
you were unemployed
during 1962, but looked
for another job, you can
generally claim tax
deductions for certain expenses you incurred in
your yob search. The coat
of printing and mailing
resumes is deductible, as
is the cost of traveling to
a job interview. And
remember, these costs
are deductible 'vend you
do not get the yob you
tries! for
If you paid an employment agency fee or placed a dawdled ad-in order
to get• job, those costa
are also. dedisedble. An
important quillecstion is
jobbsdis.
can

y •
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Unemployed...
(Continued from Page 4)

only be deducted if you
look for a job in your
pegular line of work.
If you are unemployed,
and living ona reduced income, it is a good idea to
keep a financial diary
recording everything you
spend. When you see
where your money is going, it becomes easier to
identify expenses you can
do without A dairy will
also help you keep track
of job-hunting and other
tax-deductible expenses.
You may also want to
set up a budget, based on
income from unemployment compensation and
any other sources. Include your spouse's income. along with any income your children, can
provide.
The purchase of health

and life insurance policy
is an important budget
expense, especially if
these benefits were
previously provided by
your former employer
(coverage from an
employer's plans usually
extend one month after
you leave your job). To
save money, you may
want to convert the group
health and life insurance
plans to individual
coverage. This is often
cheaper than buying all
new policies.
It could also be cheaper
to buy short-term health
insurance policies that
provide coverage for two
to six month*, or a oneyear term life policy. You
may be eligible for
coverage" under your
spouse's health insurance
plan, or perhaps through

a group plan offered by a
professional or fraternal

organization.
A major expense that
may be reduced while.
you are unemployed is
regular mortgage

payments, provided the
-Mortgage holder is
amenallle.The bank
holding your mortgage
might allow you to pay
only interest during the
period that you are out of
work. The principal portion mght then be added
to later payments when
you are working again.
Careful financial planning can help ease the
burden of being
unemployed. With your

plans in operation, you'll
find it easier to concentrate on your job-hunting
efforts and get back to
work faster.

Small businesses...

payments must equal 90
percent of your final tax

your 1982 return. The tax
credit ,for rehabilitating
old buildings has increased from 10 percent of
your costs to 15 percent,
on buildings which are 30
to 39 years old. Higher
credits may pertain to
older buildings or certified historic structures.

liability, or you will be
subject to a penalty. The
amount jumps from $O
percent last year.
According to CPAs,
there are other tax savings you may daimon

In addition, if your
small business is a corporation, you can now
deduct 10 Percent of your.
taxable income for any
charitable contributions.

(Coniamad from Page 4)

If your small business
is a corporation you will
probably have to increase
your estimated tax
payments this year,
CPAs note. Under the
new rules, these

That is double the 1961
rate.
Although it won't affect
your 1982 taxes, the ACM
rate increases scheduled
for 1965 and 1986 have
been canceled. Also, in
1983 and beyond, the
basis of your depreciable
assets willbe reduced by
one-half the amount of
the ITC. So, if you purchase the $5,000 computer
in 1983, the cost basis for
depreciation will be
$4,750 (65,000 cost minus
half the 8500 ITC or 8250

Li•

Without realizing it,
be paying more
taxes than you have to,
especially if You prepare
your own tax return.
Many taxpayers either
forget or don't know
about many legitimate
tax strategies and deductions that can bring them
bigger refunds, says the
Kentucky Society of
CPAs
Yes, you can still do It
yourself, but be careful
Overlooking major
deductions is not the only
problem. The most common mistakes Made On
tax returns are simple
mathematacal errors
YOU (MO'

Besides that many filers
will take an incorrect
figure from the tax
charts, or use the wrong
chart for their filing
status. The IRS generally
will catch this kind of error but it's up to you to be
on the look-out for all the
benefits you are entitled
to.

'mild you and your
spouse save by filing
separate returns' I hi you
know if you qualify for income. averaging' How
can you • be sure you
haven't overlooked
deductions you should
claim"
Remember that in
order to save you often
have to fill out specml tax
forms in addition to the
standard 1040 and 1040A
Retore you start to work
on your taxes find out
where you can go for such
forms as the 2104
"Employee Business
Expenses'.' i. 2 4 4 I
. Credit for Child and
Dependent Care Expenses" 1. or •'Schedule
(for income averagThe forms are
ing
usually available from
the IRS, from the west of-lice, some banks, or a
CPA or tax preparer.
While most people
know about the advantages of itemizing

your

Current

pride''e'11)11

If you can deduct sour
educational costs, sou
can also deduct the t osts
of traveling from %talc to
school
If you had a big jump in
income last y ear
perhaps you became a
two-paycheck family
you may find yourself iii a
higher tax bracket one
way you may be able tic
reduce the bigger tax
bite. CPAs note, is by income averaging
The best way to see if
you benefit from income
(Continued on Page Si
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Tax strategies, deductions
can lead to bigger refunds
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Several tax forms redesigned for this year
If you think there were
a lot of changes in the tax
laws {rcently, wait until
you set the tax forms! At
least 51 forms have been
redesigned in some way
this year, and one completely new form has
been added by the IRS
Major redesigns have
been made on the 1040A
short form,- as well as
the forms for reporting
itemized deductions, interest and dividend income, and for income
averaging According to
the Kentucky Society of
CPAs, all the changes
seem to be for the better,
but be aware of them so
you get all the tax breaks
you have coming to you
For instance, the brand
new form, printed on
green paper, is an alternative to the 1040 and the

1040A It will make tax
time very easy if you are
a single taxpayer with no
deductions. This new
form, called the 1040F:Z,
is a one-page return that
requires single filers to
answer just eleven basic
questions.
All you have to do to
complete the 1040EZ is
write in your name and
address, answer the few
questions, sign it and
enclose your W-2 forms.
You can still claim any
refund you are due or pay
any taxes you owe.
To make matters even
easier, the 1040EZ has the
$1,000 personal exemption line already filled in
for you This figure is
subtracted from the total
of wages and interest income, to determine your
taxable income.

Use the 1040EZ only if
you are single, your taxable income is under
$50,000, you have no dividend income and your interest income_ is $400 or
less i excluding interest
from all-saver certificates). It is not designed for someone who can
claim any; deductions or
exemptions for being
blind or over 65.
The IRS estimates that
20 million individuals
may be eligible to use the
new 1 04 OEZ. CPAs
generally agree the
simplicity of the 1040EZ
form will improve taxpayer compliance to tax
laws and deadlines.
The IRS has also
modified the "short
form" 1040A so that it has
a "cleaner" look than in
the 'pait, and is arranged

in a step-by-step format
for easy completion.
This new format should
help prevent a common
mistake made last year
when many people forgot
to subtract the dollar
amount for their
allowable exemptions.
This resulted in the IRS
either making adjustments or sending the
return back to the taxpayer for correction.
If you itemize your
deductions, be warned
that the IRS seems to be
keeping a closer eye on
deductions for casualty
and theft losses. If you
claim such deductions
you must now attach tax
Form 4684 (Casualties
and Thefts) detailing
your losses. In the past
Form 4654 was necessary
only if your net toss was

Two-income couples in for some relief
Today's hardworking
two-income couples are
in line for substantial tax
relief as a result of recent
tax law changes, says
Joyce Wright. manager
of & R Block in Murray.
(;eneral across-theboard reductions in tax
• rates will favorably impact the budgets of
households headed by
singles as well as married couples. "Although
all American taximyers
are affected," said Mrs.
Wright. "it is true that
the larger the amount of
taxable income under
consideration — such as
In two -paycheck
households
the more
noticeable the reduc-

Ex

tion."
Personal tax rates
were cut 10 percent as of
July 1, 1982. Another cut
in the tax rate will
become effective on July
1, 1963.
Some 17 million working American couples
will experience easing of
the so-called "marriage
penalty" beginning with
their 1962 taxes. Prior to
the tax law change, many
two-income couples with
similar salaries had a
higher tax burden than if
they were single.
Under the new tax
laws,for money earned in
1982, a manied couple filing a joint return is allow-

ed a five percent reduction of the first $30,000 in
net earnings of the spouse
with the lower earned income, for a maximum
deduction of $1,500. For.
1963 and thereafter, this
rate is 10 percent and the
maximum deduction is
$33,000. This deduction is
available whether or not
the taxpayer itemizes
and may be claimed on
either the long or the
shod farm.
Significant for the
many married — as well
as single — working
parents is the increase in
the maximum credit for
child care. Effective
January 1, 1112, the max-

imum credit ranges from
19110 for families with income over $21.000 to
$1,440 for families with incomes not exceeding
816,000. A credit of between twenty and thirty
percent depending'di income) is allowed for
employment-related
child care expenses.
"With the effect of inflation on family finances
and the need for careful
money management the
dual-career couple stands
to benefit greatly from
close attention to these
and other important
aspects of the recent tax
legislation." concluded
Wright-

$1,000 or more, or if you
had more than one loss, a
gain from a casualty or
theft, or if the loss involved income-producing proPerty.
As a result of tax
legislation passed in 1982,
yet another change is in.
store for the casualty and
theft loss deduction,
CPAs say. Beginning
with the 1963 tax year you
will only be able to deduct
those loses that exceed 10
percent of your AGI,
after the standard $100
exclusion per loss.
If you have any educational expenses relating
to your employment, you
can deduct your costs in
the "miscellaneous"
deductions section of the
"Schedule A" Form for
itemized deductions. But
to verify the educational

There are over
100 changes in
this year's tax
laws and forms.
MIR Bloch preparers hove monied special training to
help you this yesr. Old you know there we two oiffecent
short forms, increased dedoeskele for on IRA, and in.
creased child cars credits ... and many more changes?
We've dons our homework on the new tax leen, so you
don't have to
The now lox lows.
This year's number one MOM to go Is NU MINIL
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penses...

(Continued from Page 3)
educational expenses are
an itemized &eduction
and should be listed on
Schedule A I Form 1610)
' as a miscellaneous
deduction. Travel,
transportation, reimbursed expenses, and all outside salesperson's educational expenses are
deducted as an adjustment to income using
Form flee
Additional informetion
educatinal expenses
appears in free IRS
PublicaUen Mk "Educational Expenses.—
available by using the
mall-order form in your
tax package.

expense deduction you
should also complete
Part III of Form 2106
(Employee Business Expenses). This requirement has not changed
from past years.
Take note that Form
2106 is simplified this
year. You briefly list the
courses you took, and
how they related to your
Job. You also Indicate if
the education was needed
to meet basic job requirements or if it would
qualify you for a new job.
If your answer is yes to
either question,do not put
in for the deduction.
To qualify for the
deduction, educational
expenses must be directly related to your work.
The cost of studies which
help you maintain or un(Continued on Page 1)

sumo so clan

Off

•

F YOU CONTROUTED Tb A
CHARITY. Y,OU MAY BE ABLE
TO CLAIM A DEDUCTION
WITHOUT ITEMIZING SEE'
PAGE 18

IF YOU AND YOUR SPOUSE
BOTH WORKED. YOU MAY
BE ABLE TO DEDUCT UP
TO SI.SOD SEE PAGE 17
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EACH TAXPAYER WHO RECEIVES
MORE THAN $400 IN INtEREsT
IIICOME OR WHO HAS ALL SAVERS
INTEREST MUST COMPLETE
j
PAGE 2 OF THIS FORM

GET THIS INFORMATION FROM
YOUR W-2 OR FROM YOUR TAX
RECORDS

[

USE PEEL-OFF LABEL ITS ON
THE FRONT OF YOUR TAX PACKAGE
IF ANYTHING ON THE LABEL IS
WRONG. CORRECT IT

192
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,o t. .1 helot,' Please ,,se
n
*oft ,our tat nst,..ecv,pns

DO IT YOURSELF
14441 you no* co eon,
ttatftt i.g.'. t004's
yOu te•Oul0 CIO SOmeth.og Rama. Jowl*
you to tnallos you (Ion t rant to m'ss

1040A

IRS OWES vOu
'
Y.Oli NIL. GE
A REFuND

BE PAID
&THIN 30* DA T s
MUST

A BILL WHICH

YOU WILL GE

YOu WANT IRS TO
FIGURE YOUR TAX AND
YOU OWE

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR
SIGHT CHECK THE
YOURSELF BOX IF YOU
FILE A JOINT RETURN
CHECK THE SPOUSE BOX
THEN CHECK ANY OTHER
,
..BOXES THAT APPLY

L

-.\
C
ONE TEST FOR
HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD IS
--------' DID YOU SUPPORT A HOME
FOR YOURSELF AND ANOTHER
PERSON/

CHECK EITHER YES OR NO
BLOCK IF YOU FILE A
JOINT RETURN YOUR SPOUSE
MAY ALSO CHECK THE YES
OR NO BLOCK
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Now is a good time to review financial-situation.
.Q

If )1ar . ve been planning
how to reduce your 1983
federal „income tax bill.
don't quit while you're
ahead Now LS also a good

isine to review your entire financial situation.
says the Kentucky Society of CPAs
Your net worth should

Taxpayers...
Continued from Page Si
.'raging is to try working it out on "Schedule
Add up your taxable
income for the )(ars 1978
to 1981 Then take.30 per, ent Of that total and add
$3.000 If sour taxable in, toile for ifir car 1982 ex
1,11U

!Ant

((old qualify for

income

.1

Although most married
• otipleS routtnel%
;awl ruturn tocl ..us*• of
tinr -lower tax rate, there.
lit- ti
.6r4. (lines
Aparalc returus ( ould
sa%e
haniwn if
til?;•t'uhl
had
1111111( .0 ilIKIINeN 11111111e

car For the 1982 tax
)ou can only deduct
t., •se meth( al expert:4es

tho

Ii

that exceed three percent
of your adjusted grins income .
By using separate
returns, two-income
couples (-an claim a bigger deduction for the
medical costs For instance, if um. spouse had
an income of $1S.000 and
medical expenses of
13-.000, a substantial
medical deduction an be
(tanned on a separate
rourn Three percent of
415.000 is $450, so $2,Oof
the medhlil elLpilLW.S.ALE
detilActAle
Wtfili (.11

file separate
returns you will lose the
new five percent marital
deduction for two-earner
couples That deduction
can only be claimed on a
joint return

increase from year to
year: So before you start
making New Year's
resolutions to control
your spending more tight-1y. evaluate your budgets
for spending and saving.
Draw up a detailed plan
for good money manageorient. -•

Changes....
(Continued from Page6)
prov1 current job skills
are deductible. Not
deductible, however, are
expenses for studies that
lead you to change jobs or
work in a new trade or
business
Overall, the redesigned
tax forms are easier to
follow. CPAs .report
110W ever. _taxpaye r s
should be especially
careful if -they are using
their 1981 tax forms as a
guide when working on
1982 taxes. That can get
confusing, so read the
new 1982 instructions
carefully.

First determine your
current net worth..Not only will this tell you the
amount of - money you
have for investments and
acquisitions, but it will
also reveal whether
you're increasing or
decreasing in value. To find this figure, first
list your assets. They include real estate. cash in
savings and checking accounts, bonds and certificates. stock holdings.
home furnishings.
clothing and autos or
boats. Then list your
liabilities which include
debt or loan payments,
taxes due, and rent or
mortgage payments. Subtract your liabilities from
your assets to find your
net worth. If you compare
this_ryear's figure to last
year's and find you're not
any better off, a realistic
loot at your spending
habits might be in order.
Your next step, CPAs
note, is reviewing your
budget Using your 1962
budget and estimates of
•

your - expenses for 1963,
set up a practical budget
for the first quarter of the
new year. Or, if you
didn't have a budget last
year, add up what you
spent during the last
three months of 1982 for
necessities, such as food
and clothing, transportation and utility bills, as
well as the cost of entertainment and recreation.
Now decide where your
expenses might increase .
or decrease. For example, if you entertain often
during the holidays, you
probably spent more on
food than you usually
would. That amount
should be reduced for the
next few months. Or. if
predictions are for a colder than normal January,
you might have to initrn- ent for
pall
imo
crease your
'heating WIS.
• nt than
. More
seasonal adjustment of
your budget, CPAs
stress, is a reassessment
of your priorities and use
of available fund; Say,

for instance, that you borrowed continuously from
your food money or savings to purchase clothing.
If buying clothing is a
priority need right now.
you Should increase your
clothing allowance.
Your planning should
encompass present,
future and long term
needs, CPAs say. Review'
your plans for retirement, educational needs
of your children, life insurance coverage, and
estate planning. If you
currently find yourself
paying high taxes on investment interest, but
have no 'estalished fund
for your retirement or
your child's education.
now is the time to take
definite measures.
Perhaps you would
benefit from setting up a
trust for wxour children
where the money is
transferred to them and,
since they have less income, is probably taxed
at a lower rate.

Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?
to taxes, ore you positive you're not
it'

When comes
paying too much? Maybe you're not paying enough!
In the confusing game of taxes, it pays to work with
a CPA. a Certified Public Accountant. A CPA plays a
vital role in helping you plan your path through
todays complicated tax maze.
Do you know enough about Federal. state and local
tax laws, to make sound financial business and
personal decisions? How do decisions involving
estate planning, depreciation of assets, pension and
profit shoring plans, and other areas affect taxes?
Why get lost in an unfamiliar area? Tax planning
requires a professional — Your CPA.
Certified Public Accountants perform the full range
of accounting services

Mora than a1111f,Nista proftssion

201 S. 6th.Street

er
Kell
H.
Codified Publk Accountget

753-8918
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